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ABSTRACT 

After regular primary and secondary recovery treatments with ideal oil production 

no longer occur, enhanced oil recovery methods are introduced to produce the “leftover” 

oil in reservoir formations. Among the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods, polymer 

flooding is regarded as the most common and widely used treatment globally. By adding 

water-soluble high molecular weight polymers into water, viscous fluids  

This work aims to analyze the performance of two types of polymers as a means 

of EOR by comparing their rheological properties and laboratory 1D sandpack flooding 

studies. It compares the performance of these polymers against the performance of 

waterflooding as a secondary recovery method. The synthetic polymer partially 

hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) Flopaam 3630S and biopolymer diutan gum are 

selected for this study, where higher recovery factors are observed than waterflooding. 

For rheological studies of both polymers, a cone/plate viscometer was introduced 

to investigate the apparent viscosity of polymer solutions over varying influential factors 

at various shear rates. The findings show that the biopolymer solution demonstrated a 

much larger viscosity loss compared to the HPAM polymer solution over the shear rate at 

the same concentration. Polymer concentration and temperature both presented a positive 

impact on viscosity loss, as the higher their values, the more the viscosity decreased. A 

larger viscosity deduction was observed when the ions concentration increased before the 

limitation of 1.0 wt%, whereas the divalent cation (Ca
2+

) presented a greater degree of 

effect than the monovalent one (Na
+
). 

Nine sets of 1D sandpack flooding experiments were carried out for polymer 

flooding with different saturated oils ranging from 500 mPa.s to 2,000 mPa.s, various 
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concentrations of HPAM solutions (1,000~4,000 ppm), and a 2,000 ppm biopolymer 

solution with various injected pore volumes (0.2 ~ 0.5 PV). All tests were conducted with 

1.0 wt% NaCl brine at room temperature (22
◦
C) at a flow rate of 1 cc/min. The ultimate 

oil recovery factor and water cut variation were recorded with respect to the injected fluid 

volumes. 

Overall, biopolymer presented a better performance compared to HPAM in most 

aspects. The ultimate oil recovery of biopolymer was 20% more than that of HPAM, and 

biopolymer also significantly altered the mobility ratio and improved the water cut. 

Polymer concentration and the injected polymer volume indicated a positive effect on oil 

production with the increase of their values. However, they did not ensure a significant 

improvement in production during polymer floods. A comparison between the results of 

varied oil samples suggested less impact on the performance of polymer flooding, 

although more viscous oil generated less production.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Crude Oil 

Petroleum is a naturally occurring liquid found in geological formations 

underneath the Earth's surface (MaCain, 1990). It is a complex mixture of hydrocarbon 

fuels with varied molecular weight containing heteronuclear compounds, emulsified 

water, and minerals (Tissot & Welte, 2013)  

According to a report from British Petroleum (BP, 2016), the Middle East has 

almost half of the oil reservations all over the world (Figure 1.1). On a larger scale,  the 

members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) hold the 

largest portion (71.4%) of world oil reserves (BP, 2016). Because of the strong 

development of petroleum production by OPEC, the price of fossil fuels recently fell 

across the globe. Nevertheless, oil remains the world's dominant fuel, sharing 33% of the 

energy consumption worldwide (BP, 2016). The Asia Pacific and North America regions 

account for 65% of the global oil usage (Figure 1.2). Among those countries, China had 

the largest increment in oil demand, and it was followed by Japan and India in terms of 

consumption. Global oil production increased even more rapidly in the past few years led 

by oil field expansion in the Middle East and North America, particularly Iraq and Saudi 

Arabia (BP, 2016). 
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Figure1.1 Distribution of proved global oil reserves (original in color) (BP, 2016) 
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Figure 1.2 Production (left) and consumption (right) of oil by region (original in color) 

(BP, 2016) 
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The American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity is a major measurement provided 

for comparison between petroleum and water on their physical properties. Formula 1.1 

has indicated how to calculate API gravity from the specific gravity (SG) of oil, a ratio of 

the oil density to the density of water and is always determined at 60
◦
F.  

                                                     
     

  
                                                      (1.1) 

According to the molecular weights and components, oil is classified as light oil, 

medium oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or bitumen. Table 1.1 shows one classification of 

oil based on API gravity. Other countries have different standards and specified methods 

of classification. Table 1.2 contains an example of the classification of heavy oil based on 

viscosity and density in China in the 1970s (Yu, 2001). 
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Table 1.1 Classification of crude oil based on API gravity (Georgie and Smith, 2012) 

Classification °API Gravity 

Light >31.1 

Medium 22.3-31.1 

Heavy 10-22.3 

Extra Heavy <10 

Bitumen <10 

Table 1.2 Classification of crude in China based on viscosity and density (Yu, 2001) 

Classification Viscosity (mPa.s, 50
◦
C) Density (g/cm

3
, 30

◦
C) 

Heavy 100~10000 0.92 

Extra Heavy 1×10
4
~5×10

4
 0.95 

Super Heavy >5×10
4
 >0.98 
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1.2 Waterflooding 

Waterflooding is the application of water by injection as a secondary oil recovery 

process to increase the oil production. After the end of primary production (natural 

energy supplements), the injection of water into a formation makes up for the loss of 

reservoir pressure and adds a supplementary driving force to “push” the oil out of pores 

(see Figure 1.3). The waterflooding method works well by producing much of the oil left 

under primary production, especially in a solution gas drive reservoir (Danesh et al., 

1987). 

Waterflooding is the first method applied after primary oil recovery to obtain a 

higher recovery factor. It has been recognized as an improved oil recovery technique 

since the early 1900s. At the beginning of the 1930s, waterflooding was designed to re-

inject produced water back into a formation. For almost twenty years, the technique 

developed rapidly in the U.S. with the increasing number of waterflooding projects. 

Waterflooding was considered to be more economically beneficial than steam injection 

due to its lower cost, easier application, and less required equipment. However, because 

of the large viscosity and density difference between oil and water (especially heavy oil), 

the heavier or more viscous the oil, the easier the injection flow of water will 

breakthrough the oil bank. This breakthrough will form or create a direct channel from 

the injector to the producer, leaving a phenomenon called “fingering” that reduces the 

overall oil recovery significantly.  

In most reservoirs, there was an additional 10–40% of the original oil in place 

(OOIP) available for recovering by waterflooding after primary production, whereas a 

large amount of untouched “leftover” oil storage remained in the formation underground 
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(Olajire, 2014). Waterflooding can also be used as a pre-flush method to potentially 

adjust the reservoir conditions for treatments prior to chemical injection. Therefore, 

improved oil recovery methods are introduced to enhance sweep efficiency for better 

overall oil recovery. These post secondary oil recovery methods are known as tertiary or 

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods. Among these methods, adding a substance (e.g., 

polymer, surfactant, alkali, gas) into water to increase the water viscosity is most 

commonly seen in petroleum projects today. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of waterflooding procedure 

 (reproduced from Shah et al., 2010) 
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1.3 Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods 

With the world’s growing energy demand, there is a rising need for oil as the 

leading source of primary energy. After regular primary and secondary oil recovery under 

conventional conditions, when the oil and gas production is gained by reservoir energy 

itself and later by injected water or gas into the formation, which offers approximately 

30-50% of the OOIP, more than half of the crude oil remains in the reservoirs (Castor et 

al., 1981). Over the past few decades, several technical treatments were developed to 

stimulate the crude oil and gas production after typical secondary oil recovery (i.e., 

waterflooding), known as tertiary or EOR methods. As essential methods in the oil 

production process, EOR techniques produce an additional 20-40% of the OOIP 

compared to previous procedures, especially when a high water cut occurs and the 

production rate decreases (Amarnath, 1999). 

Owing to the substantial volume of oil left behind after waterflooding, the goal of 

EOR treatments is to improve the overall sweep efficiency for more production: the 

combined result of microscopic and macroscopic displacement efficiency. The overall 

sweep efficiency factor (Er) is a function of liquid physical properties (viscosity, 

concentration), relatively permeability, rock porosity, wettability, capillarity, and 

interfacial tension, which consists of microscopic or displacement (ED) efficiency and 

macroscopic or volumetric efficiency (EL), as shown in Equation 1.2: 

                                                   
       

   
                                      (1.2) 

, where EA is the areal displacement efficiency, EV  is the vertical displacement efficiency, 

Soi is the initial oil saturation, and Sor is the residual oil saturation after the oil recovery 

process.  
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Due to pore size, oil viscosity, density difference, and other parameters, 

microscopic efficiency increases with the decrease of capillary force or interfacial tension 

between fluids (Melrose, 1974). Pore geometry and wettability are both steady and 

certain petrophysical properties as key influential factors. For macroscopic efficiency, 

areal and volumetric sweep efficiencies are the ratio of displaced area or volume by 

injected fluid of the total formation area or volume, respectively. They depend on 

influential factors such as well pattern, reservoir properties (e.g., permeability, 

heterogeneity and reservoir thickness), displaced fluid characteristics (viscosity, 

concentration, and salinity), mobility ratio, and flow rate, etc (Olajire, 2014). In all, 

overall sweep efficiency can be improved by mobility control with injection of polymer 

and surfactant. Figure 1.4 presents the schematic of microscopic and areal/volumetric 

macroscopic sweep efficiencies.  
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of microscopic and macroscopic sweep efficiency  

(reproduced from Green and Willhite, 1998) 
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Tertiary oil recovery, or EOR, is a producing method applied after primary and 

secondary oil recovery, with injection of chemicals or dissolved gas solutions into 

reservoirs to recover the left behind crude oil. EOR methods can be classified into four 

types by displacing agent: 

(1) Thermal EOR processes 

 Steam injection 

 Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS or huff and puff) 

 Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD)                                   

  In-Situ Combustion (ISC) 

(2) Chemical flooding processes 

 Polymer flooding 

 Alkaline flooding 

 Surfactant flooding 

 Foams 

 Alkaline -Surfactant- Polymer flooding (ASP) 

(3) Miscible recovery processes 

 Dry/Rich gas injection 

 Carbon dioxide injection 

 Inert gas injection (nitrogen or flue gas) 

 Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) 

  Vapor Extraction (VAPEX) 

(4) Microbial EOR 

(5) Others 
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 Vibration 

 Explosive 

 Alternated injection of gas and water 

 Electromagnetic 

Choices of proper EOR method vary from reservoir conditions, field utilizations 

and supported equipment. Comprehensive understanding of target reservoirs, EOR 

techniques, including their advances and limitations will better help the application of 

different EOR methods in petroleum industry and maximize the overall oil recovery. 

1.4 Polymer Flooding 

As a promising production improvement method, EOR was first introduced in the 

late 1990s (Lake, 1989) after the previous ideal oil production of waterflooding no longer 

occurred. Polymer flooding is considered one EOR method that has dissolved water 

soluble natural or artificial high molecular weight polymers into the water for viscous 

fluids. It has been applied successfully to achieve mobility control for half a century to 

recover the “left” crude oil in the reservoirs effectively, which can obtain up to 30% of 

the OOIP (Abidin et al., 2012). Polymer flooding involves the polymers to unite and 

swell when added into water. This technique results in a thickened solution with higher 

viscosity, decreased water permeability, a smaller contrast between the oil and the 

injected solution for a better mobility ratio, as well as improved volumetric sweep 

efficiency. Polymer flooding has also been approved as more efficient than regular 

waterflooding to some extent with less water production and increased oil production. 

A typical field polymer flooding process (SNF) is presented in Figure 1.5. The 

polymer flooding process starts with continued waterflooding. When about 30–50% of 
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the reservoir pores have been swept by water, the injection of a polymer slug pushes the 

previous water out of reservoir and drives the oil bank towards the production wells. A 

subsequent extended water injection at lower concentration is then followed by the 

polymer injection process. This extended water injection extends the swept area, prevents 

contamination from the back, and continues pushing all injections into the reservoirs. 

After all stages of injection, additional unswept pores have been reached, and the results 

are the creation of a more controlled front profile, improved sweep efficiency, and 

enhanced oil recovery. 
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Figure 1.5 A schematic representation of polymer flooding EOR process 

(SNF, http://www.petroman.co/technology/production/, original in color) 

  

http://www.petroman.co/technology/production/
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Fingering is a very common phenomenon that occurs in the displacement of fluids 

flowing in porous materials. During the water and polymer flooding production process, 

especially for heavy oil recovery, the lighter fluid (water) tends to penetrate and run 

through the more viscous fluid (oil). Because of the viscosity differences of injected 

fluids into oilfields, water moves faster than oil: creating a high water saturation pathway 

and leaving oil behind where a morphologically unstable front interface was formed. This 

phenomenon is called fingering. One of the causes of viscous fingering is the existence of 

an unfavorable mobility ratio, which can be improved by adding chemicals along with the 

injection. 

The mobility ratio is defined as the ratio of mobility (λ) of the displacing phase 

(e.g. water) to the mobility of displaced phase (e.g. oil), where mobility is the 

permeability (k) of the fluid over its viscosity (μ) (Olajire, 2014). It is the essential factor 

that affects the areal sweep efficiency in a certain well pattern of flooding process.  

                                       
          

         
 

  

  
 

     

     
                                        (1.3) 

, where    is the mobility of water,     is the mobility of oil, µo is the viscosity of oil 

(mPa.s), µw is the viscosity of water (mPa.s), kw is the effective permeability of water in 

porous media (Darcy), ko is the effective permeability of oil in porous media (Darcy). 

If the original oil in reservoir has a much higher viscosity compared with the 

viscosity of water injection, the fingering may be significant when water break through 

the oil, leading to a lower sweep efficiency and poor oil recovery (Figure 1.6, left). 

However, the water viscosity increases with the addition of polymers. The increased 

water viscosity results in a lower mobility ratio, higher volumetric sweep efficiency, and 

reduces fluid flow through a more permeable area (Figure 1.6, right). In other words, the 
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ultimate goal of polymer flooding is to create a more favorable mobility ratio, if possible 

approaching to one (Figure 1.7). 
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Figure 1.6 Fingering effect with unfavorable mobility ratio (left, water flooding), and 

improved sweep efficiency and mobility ratio by the use of polymer flooding (right) 

(original in color; reproduced from Green and Willhite, 1998) 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of improved mobility ratio by using polymer flooding between 

different permeable layers (original in color, reproduced from Shah et al., 2010) 
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Although polymer flooding has enhanced oil recovery by an additional 10% of the 

OOIP compared to secondary waterflooding recovery, a large amount of crude oil still 

remains in the reservoirs. Other aspects such as unstable pressure balance, severe 

channeling, and inefficient displacement may influence the performance of polymer 

flooding as a means of EOR and its ultimate oil recovery (Sheng, 2010). Moreover, oil 

properties are essential to polymer flooding projects both technically and economically. 

The high cost of polymer has greatly influenced the economic benefits of its application. 

In addition, polymer as a kind of chemical might interact with formation minerals and 

water, whereas contamination may occur inside reservoirs. The poor distribution of 

polymer during injection is another main cause of a later relatively low oil recovery 

factor.  

To address these issues, this thesis presents laboratory indoor experimental tests 

on the rheological properties as well as 1D sandpack polymer flooding. Further 

discussion on the effect of polymer types and concentrations, volumes of injected fluids, 

and oil viscosities on the performance of polymer flooding provide valuable instructions 

and advice for improving oil recovery and field applications. 
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2. Literature Review 

Polymer flooding is one of EOR techniques that has gained attention in recent 

years. A typical polymer flooding project can yield to 6~52% of the OOIP after primary 

and second oil recovery treatments (Olajire, 2014). The mechanism of polymer flooding 

is to enhance the overall sweep efficiency by improving mobility ratio through increasing 

the viscosity of injected fluid.  

2.1 EOR Polymers  

Two fundamental types of water-soluble and viscosity enhancing polymers have 

been widely used in EOR treatment for oil production. The first type is synthetic 

polymers such as polyacrylamide (PAM) and partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide 

(HPAM). The other type is biopolymers: xanthan gum, for instance. The most commonly 

used polymers in the oil industry are synthetic ones because of their inherent chemical 

and biological stability characteristics, as well as the economical aspect consideration.  

Polyacrylamide (PAM) is the simplest form of acrylamide polymer (depicted in 

Figure 2.1) for application in polymer flooding. Figure 2.2 presents the chemical 

structure of a polyacrylamide polymer molecule, which can be synthesized as a simple 

linear-chain structure or as a cross-linked one. The water-soluble material is used to 

increase the volume of aqueous solutions as a thickener or suspending agent. The literally 

high molecular weight (1.0×10
6
 g/mol) of PAM reacts well with the corresponding 

viscosity-increased solution at low concentrations, and these can be injected to improve 

the performance of waterflooding.  

Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM), a straight-chain derivative polymer 

shown in Figure 2.3, is even more widely used in subsurface applications for EOR. The 
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typical degrees of hydrolysis range from 25–35% and they are chosen to optimize 

specific polymer solutions determined by rock composition and polymer absorption level 

(Shupe, 1981). Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide shows a strong thickening ability 

with its high molecular weight (>20× 10
6 

g/mol), where high viscosity can be generated 

with low concentrations. Therefore, HPAM solution has great capability in reducing 

fingering effect during the displacement of medium-to-heavy oil, economically. They are 

also capable of working in an atmosphere with a temperature up to 90°C (Needham & 

Doe, 1987).  

Compared to HPAM solutions, polyacrylamide (PAM) solutions tend to have 

more adsorption onto rock surfaces due to their positive charge, especially in sandstone 

reservoirs (Abidin et al., 2012). However, PAM solutions have more tolerance to salinity 

and the presence of surfactants or other chemicals, though they still react sensitively with 

salts, making them impractical in offshore oilfields (Olajire, 2014).  
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Figure 2.1Chemical structure of acrylamide polymer molecules  

 

Figure 2.2 Chemical structure of polyacrylamide polymer molecules (Abidin et al, 2012) 

 

Figure 2.3 Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide chemical structure (Lake, 1989) 
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Xanthan gum is produced by different bacteria through fermentation of sucrose, 

or lactose, in which the most efficient producer is the xanthomonas campestris bacteria 

(Krishna Leela & Sharma, 2000). The molecular formula for xanthan gum is (C35H49O29)n 

and consists of repeated unit form as shown in Figure 2.4. When added into the water, 

shear thinning or pseudoplasticity contributes to the well performance of xanthan gum as 

an emulsifier, thickening, and mobility control agent to improve oil recovery. The gum 

also presents excellent stability to temperature (thermal stability at 90
◦
C; Lambert & 

Rinaudo, 1985) and ph (good performance in neutral conditions at 7.0-7.5; Krishna Leela 

& Sharma, 2000). Its insensitiveness to high salinity and hardness (Lambert & Rinaudo, 

1985) is a major advantage over other synthetic polymers due to high molecular weight 

(2-50 × 10
6
g/mol) and rigid chains (Garcia-Ochoa et al., 2000). The disadvantages of 

biopolymers lie in aspects such as economic benefit (higher cost), difficulties of 

preparation, and the prevention of chemical or biochemical viscosity loss (Wellington, 

1983).  
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Figure 2.4 Chemical structure of xanthan gum polymer molecules (Jansson et al., 1975) 
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Although each existing polymer works well with conventional reservoirs, their 

limitations should be taken into consideration along with their rheological properties 

before selecting the appropriate one for application. In addition, a new generation of 

polymers with improved properties and advanced polymer flooding techniques is needed 

for future application in unconventional reservoirs, such as super heavy viscous oil or 

shale reservoirs. 

2.2 The Development of Polymer Flooding 

Waterflooding has been recognized and applied for many years as an efficient 

improved oil recovery method once optimum oil recovery no longer occurred. However, 

the increasing price of oil and energy demand stimulated the need for more developed oil 

recovery methods. Since then, many EOR processes have been developed and introduced 

to improve sweep efficiency. Among the multiple choices of EOR applications, which are 

polymer flooding, surfactant flooding, alkaline flooding, and the combination alkaline-

surfactant-polymer (ASP), polymer flooding is considered the most successful post-

waterflooding chemical method (Sheng, 2010).  

Soon after ideal oil recovery no longer occurs, when waterflooding is operated in 

depleted or nearly depleted reservoirs, the additional injection of fluids to balance the 

pressure and volume loss is needed. Stiles (1949) and Warren (1964) were the first of a 

few researchers who raised the idea of the effect of permeability differences and the 

vertical distribution of capacity on the performance of waterflooding on oil recovery. 

Later on, mobility ratio as a possible influential factor during water encroachment was 

discussed by Aronofsky (1952), who also introduced its effect on the results of a five-

spot waterflooding pattern (Aronofsky & Ramey, 1956). Dyes, Caudle, and Erickson 
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(1954) conducted research on the influence of mobility ratio of oil production after water 

breakthrough. The researchers further stated the essential role the mobility ratio plays in 

the oil production process. In the late 1950s, Caudle and Witte realized that the increased 

viscosity of injected water had a great influence on improving flooding sweep efficiency 

(Caudle & Witte, 1959).  

Laboratory studies and field applications continued in the 1960s on polymer 

flooding efficiency and characteristics. The idea of adding a small amount of water-

soluble synthetic polymer (i.e. HPAM) to reduce the mobility of water and improve the 

overall sweep efficiency was established by Pye (1964) and Sandiford (1964). Meanwhile, 

the U.S. had started their field work on polymer flooding. Sixty-one projects were 

conducted to test the feasibility of this method. However, only half of them were 

considered successful (Jewett & Schurz, 1970).  

Heavy oil is the next major energy source after conventional oil production. 

Countries like Canada, the USA, China, and Indonesia are rich in heavy oil resources, 

among which Canada has the largest amount of heavy oil storage. In particular, the Cold 

Lake, Athabasca oilfields own 2,680-4,000×10
8
t of the oil reserves (Yu, 2001). Although 

it used to be generally accepted that polymer injection treatment is not suitable for heavy 

oil production higher than 200 mPa.s (Chang, 1978; Selby et al., 1989), with the 

development of technology, EOR chemical flooding techniques have been demonstrated 

as useful and successful under many different reservoir conditions (Du & Guan, 2004; 

Alvarado & Manrique, 2010). 

Knight and Rhudy (1977) first introduced HPAM with different concentrations 

for polymer flooding tests on heavy oils (220 mPa.s and 1,140 mPa.s) using white silica 
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sandpacks from Ottawa, Canada. The additional increased oil recovery was 19~31% of 

the OOIP, which indicated its potential in improving the oil recovery and illustrated the 

large effect of polymer concentration on the delay of water cut. 

Polymer flooding as a technique in oil production was first started in the U.S. in 

the 1960s and then introduced to China (Alvarado & Manrique, 2010). As the largest 

fossil consumption country in the world for years, China is among the top countries in oil 

storage and consumption with the largest oil production nowadays benefiting from the 

polymer flooding method, which has been widely applied domestically as an EOR 

method for over twenty years.  

The average oil recovery contributed by primary and secondary oil recovery 

methods in onshore fields in China is only around 33% of the OOIP, and a water cut 

higher than 80% has been reached by most reservoirs (Han, 1997). Considering the 

number of projects on conventional reservoirs that have been accomplished, a growing 

need for polymer flooding application in China currently lies in more severe 

heterogeneous reservoirs, particularly in heavy oilfields or reservoirs with great depth or 

thin pay zones (Gao, 2011). 

The Daqing Oilfield was the first and largest example of EOR application in 

China, especially the polymer flooding method. In the production history of the Daqing 

Oilfield, three large-scale polymer flooding projects were applied between 1993 and 1996 

(Chang et al., 2006). The largest one was conducted in 1996 and ended with 22.3% of the 

total oil production attributed to polymer flooding by 2007 (almost 73.5 million bbl of 

production), which was 10-12% more compared to oil production by regular 

waterflooding (Liu et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2009). The average water 
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cut reached 90%. Nevertheless, the favorable results raised the possibility of the polymer 

flooding application to reservoirs with a high water cut over 95% (Chang et al., 2006). 

Moreover, foam injection and converting well types were considered another suitable 

treatment after polymer flooding for the unswept oil left in reservoirs in the Daqing case 

(Wang et al., 2009). 

The second largest project of polymer flooding on an oilfield in China was the 

Bohai Bay area in the Shengli Oilfields. Shengli oilfield contributes for almost half the 

offshore oil production in the country. It consists of over 20 oilfields, in which about 70% 

are heavy oil storage (Zhou et al., 2008). After years of waterflooding production, the 

accumulated oil recovery dropped to 18-20% compared with the average 30% onshore oil 

recovery (Han et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2008). Polymer injection as a means of profile 

modification has been applied to enhance the oil recovery for the Bohai Bay fields since 

2003, after which the water cut successfully dropped and the accumulated oil production 

contributed by polymer treatment was more than 45 Million Barrels of Oil (MMBO) 

(Zhou et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2006; Li, 2004). The application of 

polymer flooding has improved oil production and played an essential role in sustaining 

oil production in Bohai Bay, and it is also under consideration to be extended to other 

work zones (Chang et al., 2006).  

As the polymer flooding technique with suitable reservoir conditions in the 

Daqing Oilfield has been proved to be successful with improved mobility and 

incremental oil recovery, chemical floods that continue establishing oil production in 

China (especially for heavy oil production) mainly occur in the Liaohe, Xinjiang, Shengli, 

and Henan Oilfields (Wang et al., 1995; Pei et al., 2010; Chen et al., 1998). However, the 
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average oil production of the Chinese domestic growth rate was only 4.5% for the last 

decade. Thus, more efficient ways of utilizing energy are urgently needed (Höök et al., 

2010). Though around 60% of the crude oil is left in reservoirs after a waterflooding 

treatment, this number is 80% for offshore projects (Kang et al., 2011). The successful 

example of Bohai Bay has attracted great interest for the application of polymer flooding 

in heavy oil reservoirs (i.e., Canada) and offshore fields (Alvarado & Manrique, 2010; 

Bondor et al., 2005). 

A polymer flood was conducted in 1989 in Paris, with a PAM solution at 900 ppm 

injected into the Courtenay Oilfield (part of the Chateaurenard Oilfield) for oil with 

40mPa.s at 30
◦
C (Putz et al., 1994). After 84% PV of polymer injection, a strong oil bank 

response was observed in most producing wells with 6.6% additional production. This 

showed the effect of production stimulation contributed by polymer addition in oil 

recovery. 

The polymer flood project by Texaco in the Brelum Oilfield, Texas was operated 

for three and a half years with polymer injection (Rowalt, 1973). The ultimate oil 

recovery was increased by 250,000 barrels over the conventional waterflooding method 

and was attributed to an improved volumetric sweep efficiency, a stabilized producing 

rate, a lower water-oil ratio, a late polymer breakthrough and minor operation issues. The 

successful results of the Sun’s Hitts Lake Field also support the idea that polymer 

flooding results in more oil production than conventional waterflooding (Greaveset al., 

1984). 

Canada plays a major role in the oil industry. Rather than the light oil reservoirs in 

Venezuela and the Middle East, most oil resources in Canada are located in a cold 
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environment. The cold temperatures result in relatively heavier oil and remaining 

undeveloped resources in the form of heavy oil, oil sands, or oil shale (Sharp et al., 1991). 

Areas like Alaska North Slope, Pelican Lake, Cold Lake, and East Bodo in Canada 

contain large unconventional heavy oil resources for which thermal recovery methods are 

not appropriate due to their thin layers and fast heat loss (Cao et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 

2001). Waterflooding has been applied for heavy oil production for years in Canadian 

oilfields (Beliveau, 2009). Beyond waterflooding, EOR methods, as a means of heavy oil 

recovery treatments, are needed to increase the recovery.  

Field tests of polymer flooding in Canada can date back to the 1970s (Delamaide 

et al., 2014a). The earliest Canadian polymer-flooding project was conducted in 1967 in a 

field named Taber South Mannville in Alberta, Canada. Polymer of 20% pore volume 

had been injected and lasted for years. Although a 10% of incremental oil recovery was 

expected, the ultimate incremental oil recovery could not be gained due to the limitation 

of techniques at that time (Lozanski & Martin, 1970; Shaw & Stright, 1977). 

The Rapdan Polymer Flood was a successful project started in 1986 (Pitts et al., 

1995). The incremental oil production was approximately 10.6% of the OOIP after 43% 

PV of polymer solution injection. Oil production rate had increased two times when oil 

cut reached a peak of 36% from the initial 18%. 

Wassmuth, Green, Arnold, and Cameron (2009) investigated the performance of 

polymer flooding in heavy oil production in East Bodo through experimental and 

simulation studies. The oil sweep efficiency had been tested by two types of HPAM at 

0.5 PV of injection, with the molecular weight of 1800 and 2000 million. An increment 

of 25% of oil recovery was reached after application. These researchers had also done 
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some comparison experiments between oil with different viscosities (Wassmuth et al., 

2007), which indicated the decrease of waterflooding recovery with the increase of oil 

viscosity. Thus, the polymer flooding recovery method had no significant influence.  

The Pelican Lake Oilfield (also known as the Brintnell Oilfield) is located in 

northern Alberta, Canada. It has almost 6 million barrels of oil resource (OOIP) and is 

under the operation of Canada Natural Recourses Limited (CNRL) and Cenovus Energy 

Inc. Its reservoir characteristic limitations are thin reservoir formations (less than 5 m), 

heat loss (Butler & Yee, 2002) and viscous oil properties (800-80,000 mPa.s). Due to 

these limitations, it was not until the application of horizontal wells (Fossey et al., 1997; 

Fontaine et al., 1993) after early water breakthrough and the introduction of polymer 

injection (applied in 2005) that oil production significantly increased to an estimated 20-

30% of the OOIP (Delamaide et al., 2014a; Delamaide et al. , 2014b).  

The Seal Bluesky Oilfield operated by Murphy Oil is another example of the great 

effect of polymer injection on heavy oil recovery in Canada (Delamaide et al., 2014b). 

This oilfield is located in northern Alberta with viscous oil at 5,000-12,000 mPa.s (dead 

oil) and 3,000-7,000 mPa.s (live oil). Although it has good rock properties such as 

excellent permeability and porosity in addition to a relatively thicker layer, the oilfield 

had poor performance at the beginning of production in 2003. After introduction of the 

polymer flooding technique with synthetic polymer HPAM (Flopaam 3630S) at 25-45 

mPa.s, the ultimate oil recovery suggested an increment of 8.8% of the OOIP compared 

to the 4% contributed by the primary waterflooding technique alone. 

Wang and Dong (2007, 2009) conducted experiments to study the relationship 

between the viscosities of polymer solutions and ultimate oil recovery. By evaluating 
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how HPAM works on 1,450 mPa.s heavy oil in Ottawa oil sandpacks (homogeneous and 

channeled), they proved that there were certain sensitive ranges for the effective viscosity 

of polymer solutions. An optimum viscosity for a certain type of heavy oil exists for the 

highest amount of oil recovery. Another study further proved the existence of varied 

effective ranges of polymer solutions, and polymer flooding should be applied sooner 

after waterflooding for better results (Guo et al., 2013). In addition to the injection of 

polymer, combined flooding methods (i.e., AS, ASP) and the additional injection of 

solvent (i.e., CO2) enhance oil recovery and reduce the amount of polymer usage (Wang 

et al., 2012; Roche, 2010). 

Overall, Canadian polymer flooding practices in heavy oil production have 

proven efficient for viscous oil up to 10,000 mPa.s and a high water cut condition (90%; 

Delamaide et al., 2014c; Delamaide et al., 2014b). They also determine the sensitivity to 

heterogeneities as well as initial water saturation, which leads to early breakthrough 

(Delamaide et al., 2014b). Furthermore, polymer projects demonstrate the essential effect 

of mobility ratio control during flooding by lowering the viscosity differences, which 

results in economical and incremental oil production (Pitts et al., 1995). 

Since PAM and HPAM are more sensitive to high water salinity, some reservoirs 

perform better with the injection of biopolymers with increased oil production. German 

pilot tests applied the idea of biopolymer flooding in EOR (Littmann et al., 1992). The 

results indicated that xanthan gum, as a kind of biopolymer, could help to delay water 

breakthrough and reduce the water cut for incremental oil recovery. Water quantity, 

polymer molecular weight, the properties of solutions, and salinity all contributed to the 

final results of the German tests.  
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The results of the xanthan biopolymer project in the Shengli Oilfield, China, in 

1994 agreed with the findings of the German tests (Guo et al., 1999). More than half of 

the oil reserves remained underground before the xanthan injection. After treatment, the 

water cut decreased while the oil production increased. A major advantage of the xanthan 

flooding was the high resistance to salinity in addition to an extended producing period, 

which further demonstrated its possibility and suitability as an EOR treatment under 

some severe conditions. 

Wang (1996) mentioned a successful case with xanthan polymer flooding as an 

EOR method in China where severe heterogeneity was the main reason for its low 

production. With the injection of xanthan, a significant increase in oil production (about 

10% additional OOIP) occurred as the result of controlled conformance, decreased water 

production, and extended producing period. When the conformance was controlled, water 

production was decreased with an increment in water salinity as well. Furthermore, sand 

was under control, which resulted in an extension in the producing period. 

The ultimate oil recovery attributed to polymer flooding depends largely on the 

understanding of the reservoir conditions, including onshore or offshore circumstances, 

rock properties, heterogeneities, as well as the characteristics of oil resources. 

Application of this EOR treatment for enhancing oil recovery is affected by economic 

considerations, too, such as polymer cost, operation expenses, and oil prices. With further 

development and understanding of unconventional reservoirs, a new generation of 

polymers and oil recovery techniques is needed greatly. After all, polymer flooding as a 

feasible process in certain kinds of reservoirs has been approved for commercial scale 

application.  
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2.3 The Mechanisms of Polymer Flooding 

After years of researches and studies, polymer flooding as a means of EOR 

method contributes to the expansion of sweep volume (areal and vertical) 

macroscopically and results in enhanced volumetric sweep efficiency (Mungan et al, 

1966; Sohn et al, 1990). Classic polymer flooding mechanism determines that polymer 

flooding promotes increased sweep efficiency with the addition of polymer by increasing 

the viscosity of displacing fluid, reducing the relative permeability of water and 

effectively improving the mobility ratio between fluids.  

Mobility control is considered as the main reason for the success of polymer 

flooding which helps to “squeeze” the leftover oil out of formation as water comes out of 

sponge.  The smaller the viscosity difference between oil and driving fluid the better the 

mobility ratio will occur. The improved mobility ratio is the result of decreased fingering 

in single layer; hence, same amount of crude oil can be produced using less amount of 

injected fluid.  

As fingering or breakthrough is less likely to happen in two close viscous fluids, a 

controlled vertical profile appears with the introduction of polymer and leads to 

incremental oil production (Wang, 1998). Viscous injections receive more fraction and 

resistance during the flooding process. Polymer solution will enter high permeability or 

low pressure layers first after injecting into the formation, and then be forced into less 

permeable layers as the resistance increasing in higher permeable layers. Additional 

extended water injection help reduce water permeability, avoiding fingering in high 

permeability layers and letting further injections into lower permeability layers for more 
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production. Thus, with lower mobility ratio, and if possible as close as to one, the 

displacement process will be more stable and efficient. 

However, the success of polymer flooding has generally been attributed to 

macroscopic improvement while little to do with microscopic displacement efficiency 

which only relates to the rock physical properties. Yet, recent researches and studies have 

stated that increment happens not only in vertical profile improvement but also inside 

pores. 

As high molecular weight soluble molecules, most polymer solutions are intended 

to have thickening ability with the mutual repulsion for wider spreading, which 

contributes to the reduction of water relative permeability, including adsorption, where 

polymers adhered to rock surface, and trapping, where the size of polymer group is larger 

than the diameter of pores or channels leaving polymer groups outside (Wang et al, 2005). 

Viscous and elastic properties (viscoelasticity) were taken as influential effect of viscous 

fluid flow in porous media (Acharya, 1986). There was an idea that shear stress played an 

influential role of on the performance of polymer solutions in EOR (Huang et al, 1990). 

He stated that the shear stress difference between polymer solution and oil should be 

greater than that of oil and water. Wang had further developed the idea of shear stress 

influence factor (Wang et al, 2000). He demonstrated that polymer solutions help to 

increase microscopic sweep efficiency in pores and contribute more production compared 

to viscous fluids. 

2.4 Rheological Properties of EOR Polymers  

In order to achieve the goal of mobility control and high sweep efficiency, 

polymer solutions should keep a high viscosity to mobile the heavy oil in reservoirs. An 
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efficient polymer flooding is affected by following factors, which also should be 

considered when selecting and operation this method for a given reservoir (Lake, 1989). 

 Polymer type (molecular weight, etc.) 

 Polymer concentration 

 Polymer viscosity 

 Polymer rheological properties 

 Polymer solution degradation 

 Reservoir minerals characteristics 

 Reservoir/aqueous phase salinity effect 

 Polymer adsorption and retention time 

 Resistance factor 

 Fluid flow influential factors (permeability, residual oil saturation) 

 Well-pattern design 

 Economical aspect (chemical cost, etc) 

However, not all of the above factors will be discussed in this study. Detailed 

laboratory experiments and discussions on shearing, heat, and salinity will all be included 

in next chapters.   
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3. Experimental Setup and Procedure  

Polymer is a kind of compound with a high molecular weight, whose molecules 

are connected by a structural unit or monomers connected by covalent bonds. Under 

ordinary conditions, polymers exist in solid or stable conditions. This chapter presents the 

basic physical and chemical properties measurements of the materials used in this study, 

the experiments regarding their performance in porous media and reservoir conditions, as 

well as brief descriptions of the preparation of the chemical fluids and experimental 

processes.  

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Brine 

To better simulate the reservoir condition where the underground water contains 

many minerals, the injection fluid is brine with the dissolution of sodium chloride (NaCl) 

in deionized water. The optimum concentration of brine is in a range of 0.25–5 wt%, 

whereas the most practical brine concentration yields 1.0 wt% in the petroleum industry 

(Holm & Robertson, 1981). For all experiments in this study, the brine is prepared with 

NaCl SX0420-3 powder obtained from the EMD Chemical Company in a concentration 

range of 0.1–2.0 wt%. 

3.1.2 Polymers 

The polymers used for EOR process can be divided into two types based on their 

properties: synthetic polymers and biopolymers. Acrylamide polymers, a type of 

synthetic polymer, are the basic and most widely used polymers today in the polymer 

flooding technique in oil industry. The two developed forms of acrylamide polymers 
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(PAM and HPAM) are the first choices for application because of their low cost, 

insensitivity, stability, and other properties (Sohn et al., 1990). 

Over the last decades, significant developments have been made in polymer 

flooding design and application including the properties and usefulness of polymers 

themselves. Xanthan gum is absolutely the most widely used biopolymer for the EOR 

technique that reduces the total well cost and increases oil production. Undoubtedly, quite 

a number of other biopolymer products also appear for application with the development 

of the oil and gas industry. For instance, diutan gum, provided by the Kelco Oil Field 

Group (KOFG) Company, is an addition in solutions special in maintaining high 

viscosity at low concentration while exhibiting little viscosity change over a wide 

temperature range (CP Kelco). 

 The basic chemical unit structure of diutan gum is shown in Figure 3.1.1, where 

M
+
 is an ionic species repeated thousands of times to form a long chain structure having a 

large molecular weight. Under shear or stirring, polymer chains align together forming 

longer chains and creating a network to enhance flow performance. Diutan gum belongs 

to a class of rheology modifying agents produced by carefully controlled aerobic 

fermentation. The diutan gum GEOXIS
®
XT used in this study presents great 

pseudoplastic behavior, which is characterized by viscosity that varies in response to the 

removal and application of shear. The primary function of GEOXIS
®
XT is to increase the 

viscosity of solutions at low shear rates or flow rate conditions. The optimum 

performance of the polymer is achieved in fresh water or low salinity brine, which limits 

its application in the ocean surroundings. The preferred temperature is approximately 

310
◦
–325

◦
F, which is much higher than the working range of most polymers, otherwise 
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may result in poor mixing affecting fluid stability. Moreover, GEOXIS
®
XT is a non-

hazardous environmentally-friendly biopolymer and it can be used in multiple areas. All 

these properties ensure GEOXIS
®
XT is widely applicable in oil and gas drilling, 

production, and EOR procedures (Kelco Oil Field Group; CP Kelco).  

For the purpose of this study, two types of polymer were selected. The partially 

hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) was Flopaam 3630S obtained from SNF 

FLOERGER
®

; while the biopolymer diutan gum GEOXIS
®
XT was offered by Kelco Oil 

Field Group (KOFG). Table 3.1 lists the basic physical properties of these two types of 

polymers (SNF Floerger, 2012; CP Kelco).  
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Figure 3.1.1 CP Kelco diutan gum chemical structure (Jeknacorian, 2016) 

 

Table 3.1 List of polymers used in this study and their properties 

Polymers Type 
Hydrolysis 

(Mole %) 

Molecular 

Weight 

(g/mol) 

Density 

(bulk, 

g/cm
3
) 

Viscosity 

 (mPa.s) 

Flopaam 

3630S 

Anionic 

HPAM 
25-30 20×10

6
 6.7×10

-4
- 

700  

(2.5 g/L at 

25°C)- 

GEOXIS®XT 
Diutan 

Gum 
- 10

5
~10

7
 500-700  

5000 

 (0.25% gum in 

water at 3rpm) 
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3.1.2.1 Polymer Solution Preparation 

One method for polymer solution preparation is to weigh a certain amount mass 

of polymer (powder or liquid) and then add it into water until the desired volume or 

concentration is reached. As both types of polymer used in this study were presented in 

dry powder form, the best choice for their preparation was to follow the method 

mentioned previously. There are two ways to prepare polymer solutions: (a) directly 

adding the accurately weighed dry powder form of the polymer into a certain volume of 

water through mechanical stirring or (b) diluting the initial solution with high 

concentration into a series of different needed concentrations with a magnetic stirrer. 

Although the second method is easier and faster, it tends to have more errors than the first 

option, which is prepared independently. Therefore, the first method of polymer solution 

preparation was applied to all experimental tests in the following study. 

In all experimental tests, the preparation of polymer solutions involves a magnetic 

stirrer. The base fluid, which was brine (1.0 wt %) in this study, is stirred at a high speed 

to generate a vortex. Then powder polymers are added gently and slowly on the shoulder 

of the vortex to prevent the formation of fisheyes or bubbles, which form when uneven 

wetting occurs. The solutions are stirred slowly for at least 8 to 10 hours for complete 

dissolution until they become homogeneous and the sharp vortex changes into a flatter 

shape. The polymer solutions are then stored in closed or covered containers to minimize 

evaporation and dust contamination. As polymer tends to degrade over time, each 

experiment in this paper applied freshly prepared polymer solutions separately to 

accurately achieve the desired concentrations. 

3.1.2.2 Polymer Solution Viscosity Measurement Procedures 
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A Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer was used in this study for polymer 

solution viscosity measurement. An S-40 cone and plate spindle is mainly used in 

experiments for the expected viscosity of polymer solutions is less than 3000 mPa.s. 

However, S-42 is sometimes applied for higher viscosity solutions if needed.  

After careful preparation of the polymer solutions, the viscosity of them was 

measured prior to all steps. The working temperature was room temperature around 22 °C 

and remained constant or altered by using a Brookfield Circulating Thermo-Regulated 

Water Bath. A linked resistance temperature detection (RTD) was used for accurate 

temperature reading.  

3.1.3 Oil 

Knowing the basic physical properties of the oil samples before measurements 

and experiments are conducted is important. Regularly, heavy oil is harder to produce 

due to its high viscosity and poor mobility, which prevent it from flowing from the 

formation to the surface easily. Therefore, an essential oil treatment is needed to lower 

the oil viscosity by injecting steam, heating, and adding lighter hydrocarbon products or 

other methods. Particularly for polymer flooding as an EOR method, the viscosity 

between the two fluids (the aqueous solution and oil) has a strong effect on the results. 

The oil sample used in this study was extra heavy oil with an initial viscosity of 

13, 200 mPa.s at 20
◦
C. Oil density was measured at 996.98 kg/m

3
 at the same temperature. 

Due to its high viscosity, and high flow resistance characteristic, a much lower viscosity 

of oil is needed for the purpose of this study.  

In order to get the oil viscosities we need for experiments, the initial oil sample 

was diluted under certain preparation process instructions. With addition of 4~5 wt% 
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kerosene, lighter oil samples were diluted to a viscosity range of 500~2,000 mPa.s at 

room temperature (23
◦
C). Table 3.2 presents the properties of the oil samples used in this 

study. 

3.2 Polymer Rheology Measurements  

Rheological properties mainly consist of viscosity and elasticity, while other 

related ones such as relaxation time are not included in this work. The performance of 

polymer solutions varies differently depending on related factors, which generally 

undergoes with viscosity loss due to shearing, polymer type, polymer concentration, 

temperature, and salinity that exist in the reservoirs (Gao, 2011). 

The relationship between the viscosity of polymer solutions and shear rate can be 

described by a power law model (Lake, 1989). 

           
  

  
 
   

    (3.1) 

Where µ is the apparent viscosity (mPa.s), K is the flow consistency index or 

coeffieincy, 
  

  
  is the shear rate (s

-1
), n is the flow behaviour index or exponent. Both K 

and n depend on the physical properties of polymers, and n is supposed to be less than 

one in the case of non-Newtonian or shear thinning fluid. 

Different types of polymers appear to have varied viscous solutions at different 

concentrations. Generally speaking, a higher molecular weight or higher concentration of 

polymer solutions result in more viscous liquids and better performance in related 

measurement tests. Two types of polymers are presented in this study: (a) synthetic 

HPAM Flopaam 3630S and (b) biopolymer diutan gum. As a polymer solution is 

normally prepared at 0.5 wt% (5000ppm) or less (Schurz, 1972), concentrations are 

selected within a range of 0.1 ~ 0.4 wt% for laboratory studies. Due to the shear-thinning 
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non-Newtonian characteristic of polymer solutions, the apparent viscosity was measured 

by a viscometer over a shear rate range of 0.01~1000 s
-1

, offering rheological properties 

with respect to varying shear conditions.  

Temperature is an influential factor on the performance of polymer solutions and 

it can be investigated by using a water bath. Studies have suggested that HPAM remains 

stable up to 90
◦
C while biopolymer xanthan gum will degrade when the temperature is 

higher than 50
◦
C (Ryles, 1988). For oil production in cool areas like Canada, the 

environmental temperature is considered cool or even cold under most circumstances 

while the underground temperature is even cooler and will not reach 70
◦
C. Therefore, 

discussions on the temperature effect in a range from 20
–
70

◦
C (reservoir temperature) at 

various share rates are included in this study and can provide rheological information for 

polymer solutions with respect to temperature.  

Salinity greatly impacts polymer viscosity (Ward & Martin, 1981): the amount of 

which might generate viscosity loss of solution for improving oil recovery. Most polymer 

solutions perform sensitively to the salinity of dissolved water, where a significant 

decrease of viscosity occurs under the 9,000 mg/L condition but stays stable with salinity 

beyond that value (Wang & Liu, 2014). All experiments were conducted using a 

Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer to determine the relationships between 

viscosity and salinity concentration with respect to shear rate.  

3.3 1D Sandpack Flooding Experiments 

In this section, experiments are carried out for the performance of waterflooding 

and polymer flooding under certain simulated experimental reservoir conditions by 

conducting 1D sandpack flooding tests, with detailed descriptions and explanations of 
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experimental setups and procedures as well as discussions on possible influential factors 

for their performance.  

3.3.1 Experimental Setup 

In order to simulate a homogeneous unconsolidated sand porous media in 

laboratory conditions, 1D sandpacks core floods are introduced for their convenience and 

capability. The flooding experiments are conducted in a sandpack holder, which are 1 ft 

(or 30.48 cm) long and 0.951 in (or 2.41 cm) in diameter (Figure 3.3.1). Two 200-mesh 

stainless steel screens were applied to both ends, preventing sands and large particles 

from entering the sandpack zone while allowing only liquids to be uniformly distributed 

and flow through. The maximum allowed working pressure for this type of sandpack 

holder is 5,000 psi (as shown on the outside of the holder), although the pressure will not 

reach that high in all cases under discussion.  

In this study, the 1D sandpack flooding tests simulates a homogeneous 

unconsolidated sand reservoir with an average permeability of 8 to 10 Darcy. A 

schematic diagram of the experimental setup and an on-site photo of the work place are 

presented in Figures 3.3.2 and A2, respectively.  
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Table 3.2 List of used oil samples and their properties 

Oil Sample Viscosity at 23
◦
C (mPa.s) Density (g/cm

3
) 

Light 491 0.94544 

Heavy 964 0.94992 

Ultra Heavy 1928 0.95836 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 Schematic of the sandpack holder used in this study (disassembled) 
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Figure 3.3.2 Schematic of 1D sandpack experimental setup 
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3.3.2 Experimental Procedure 

A typical 1D core flooding test includes multiple steps. Pre-experiment checking, 

air related tests, pressure controls, etc., should be taken into consideration for accurate 

experimental results. 

3.3.2.1 Sandpacks Preparation 

The sandpacks made for all experiments used Ottawa #530 silica sand obtained 

from Bell & Mackenzie Co. Ltd., Canada. The sand was mainly silica, white-colored, and 

with round geometry. Figure B1 presents the particle-size distribution (PSD) and 

chemical analysis of B&W #530 sands.  

For all sets of 1D sandpack flooding tests, a 0.951-in (2.41 cm) diameter 

Swagelok® sandpack holder (12-in length) was used with 200-mesh stainless filters at 

both inlet/outlet ends (see Figure 3.3.1). Exactly the same core holder was used during 

the entire study to eliminate the possible effect of physical properties of the sandpack 

samples on the final results. For each experiment, the inner surface of the sandpack 

holder was coated with an application of resin, the Blue Magic electrical tape, to create 

resistance and minimize the possible occurrence of channeling along the tube walls. In 

order to get a tight wet-packed sand tube, the coated sandpack tube was placed vertically 

and wet-packed for compression by gravity and vibration shaking. Lastly, the brine was 

drained out and the sandpack was considered ready for experimental tests. 
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3.3.2.2 Leakage Testing  

A leakage test was conducted to ensure no air was inside the sandpacks and to 

better simulate reservoir conditions in order to avoid error in pressure control. Nitrogen 

was used for the leakage test due to its inert properties. With both ends closed, nitrogen 

was injected at an internal pressure at over 200 psi (250 psi in most cases). If no bubble 

was detected where the leak detector fluid was applied on the connection joints after 

being placed closed overnight, then the sandpack holders were considered well-sealed for 

leakage.  

3.3.2.3 Initial Water Saturation and Porosity and Permeability Measurement Tests 

After the leakage test, the nitrogen was removed (leaving no gas inside the 

sandpacks for further experiments). An air vacuum pump was used for at least 20 minutes 

for complete vacuuming.  

As most reservoirs are water-wet, brine resolved with 1.0 wt% NaCl was prepared 

and sucked into the sandpacks due to inner vacuum pressure. Next, more brine was 

pumped into the sandpack until the pressure increased dramatically. Porosity ( ) was 

gained by calculating the recorded volume numbers and applying Equation 3.1:  

                                      
                           

                  
                                           (3.2) 

Darcy’s law was applied to get the permeability of the sandpacks in Equation 3.2. 

Both sides of the sandpack holders were opened and water (or brine) was pumped in at a 

certain rate (10 cc/s ~ 80 cc/s). Then, the produced volume was collected and the pressure 

difference of the core holder was recorded, which gave us the permeability we were 

looking for.   

                                             
     

    
                                                          (3.3) 
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, where q is the injection flow rate (ml/s), µ is the viscosity of the injected fluid (mPa.s), k 

is the absolute permeability of porous media (Darcy), L is the length of the porous media 

(cm), A is the cross-sectional area of the porous media (cm
2
), and  P is the differential 

pressure across the porous media (atm). 

3.3.2.4 Oil Injection 

With an already fully water saturated sandpack, oil injection should be kept at a 

small flow rate, and we should be aware of the operating pressure to prevent channeling. 

This process will be stopped when the first drop of oil is observed from the outlet valve. 

However, in the case of leftover water in oil droplets, oil injection will be continued for 

another 0.5 PV to minimize errors. The connate water saturation (Swc) can be calculated 

by Equation 3.3: 

                    
                                                 

                    
               (3.4) 

3.3.2.5 Waterflooding  

Waterflooding is considered a method of secondary oil recovery. After the 

sandpacks were saturated with oil to the maximum, brine was then injected for oil 

production. This procedure offered roughly 30-50% of the saturated oil, leaving more 

than half the oil in the sandpacks, which led to the application of polymer flooding in the 

next step as a means of tertiary oil recovery (Amarnath, 1999). 1.2-2.0 PV of brine was 

injected in this process. A comparison of the advantages of these two means of producing 

methods is discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.3.2.6 Polymer Flooding 

Treatment after waterflooding is the focus of the experiments in this research. 

After the primary waterflooding procedure, polymer solutions with varied properties, 
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such as polymer type, molecular weight, concentration, and salinity, were injected. 

Different polymer injections of 0.2–0.5 PV were conducted under solution conditions 

such as temperature and ph value with differential performance. It is important to keep a 

slow flow rate for injection so that the maximum sweep efficiency can be obtained and 

the possibility of fingering reduces. After all, production from the outlet side of 

sandpacks was collected and the vials were changed each time when the accumulated 

volume reached 10ml. The whole polymer injection procedure ended when a certain 

amount of polymer solution had been injected. 

3.3.2.7 Extended Waterflooding 

For the purpose of reaching the most oil production and leaving a minimum 

amount of injected fluid in the sandpack models, an additional treatment of extended 

waterflooding should be operated after the tertiary oil recovery method. In most cases, 

the volume of the extended waterflooding is 0.8 PV. Nevertheless, a number of studies 

have proved that sweep efficiency and water cut reach their highest values around 0.2–

0.3 PV of additional water injection, which agrees with our findings.  

3.3.2.8 Safety Precautions 

Per safety regulations, personal protective equipment (PPE) must be used in all 

circumstances to minimize injuries and illness that may result from contact with 

chemicals, or due to physical and mechanical activities. PPE used in this study were 

items such as gloves, safety glasses, working boots, laboratory cloaks. 

Chemical materials are essential for lab work, however, they may be hazardous 

for lab environment and people working in the lab if not carefully handled. All chemicals 

used in this study were labelled and stored in dry environment separately. After usage, 
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used chemicals were labelled and kept in special disposal containers so that it can be 

transferred to appropriate unit in science store at the University of Regina for safe 

disposal. 
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4. Results and Discussions 

This section illustrates the basic rheological parameters (i.e., viscosity) of 

polymer solutions used in this study as well as the 1D sandpack flooding experimental 

tests. Viscosity measurements using a Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer were 

conducted on relationships between viscosity and various parameters as well as 1D liner 

sandpack flooding tests with polymers on light and heavy oil supplied with Swagelok ® 

steel sandpack holders. The results and discussions of experimental tests are included in 

this section. Different influential factors appear to have a varied degree of effect on the 

performance of 1D sandpack flooding tests, which will be described as follows. 

4.1 The Rheological Properties of Polymer Solutions 

Depending on the viscosity behavior, fluids are characterized as Newtonian or 

non-Newtonian fluids. Newtonian fluids tend to remain at constant viscosity over the 

range of shear rate, while fluids whose viscosity changes with the shear rate are defined 

as non-Newtonian fluids. For polymer solutions that have been classified as non-

Newtonian ones, their properties alter as a function of shear rate. A series of tests were 

conducted with the use of a viscometer (Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer) to 

study the rheological properties of two kinds of EOR polymers. This section contains the 

discussion and evaluation of the experimental results, especially as a function of different 

polymer types, different polymer concentrations, shear degradation, temperature, and 

salinity.  

4.1.1 Effect of Polymer Type on Polymer Rheology 

Different types of polymers tend to result in different performance in terms of 

shear rate over viscosity. In this case, two kinds of polymers in the original form of 
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powder were tested and evaluated for rheological properties. The first sets of 

experimental tests were conducted to compare the rheological behavior of an anionic 

synthetic HPAM (Flopaam 3630S) and a biopolymer (CP Kelco diutan gum). Polymers 

in powder form were added into prepared 1.0 wt% brine with deionized water and stirred 

for 12 hours for good mixing. The concentration of the polymer solutions was 2,000 ppm 

selected from previous literature reviews for both polymers.  

Viscosities were determined by a Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer with 

polymer solutions at room temperature (22
◦
C). Figure A1 illustrates the ordinary status of 

the viscosity of solutions with respect to shear rate of both polymers. The solution of 

biopolymer diutan gum presents as a milky fluid, while Flopaam 3630S presents as a 

more transparent liquid. Indeed, when measured with the viscometer, the biopolymer 

solution had a much higher viscosity compared to the HPAM Flopaam 3630S solution 

(2,694 mPa.s and 147 mPa.s, respectively, at 0.75 s
-1

).  

As non-Newtonian fluids, polymer solutions tend to have dynamic viscosities 

over shear rates. A series of curves were plotted to characterize the behaviors of viscosity 

change, as shown in Figure 4.1.1. The curves indicating the shear thinning fact agreed 

with the polymer solution characteristic. For both polymer solutions, the apparent 

viscosity declined sharply with the increase of shear rate, especially at low shear rate. 

HPAM Flopaam 3630S remained only one tenth of the viscosity value when the shear 

rate had increased 200 times from 0.75 s
-1

 to 150 s
-1

, while the biopolymer solution 

retained 3% of its original viscosity when the shear rate increased approximate 50 times. 

This result exhibited a faster decline trend of biopolymer solutions than HPAM one. 
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Figure 4.1.1 Viscosity of biopolymer and HPAM at a concentration of 2,000 ppm 
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4.1.2 Effect of Polymer Concentration on Polymer Rheology 

The concentration of polymer solutions has a great effect on the performance of 

polymer flooding in the enhanced oil recovery process. However, an extreme high 

concentration of polymer out of a certain range might result in less oil production for the 

possibility of breakthrough or blocking. Therefore, it is necessary to determine an 

appropriate concentration of polymer solutions before application.  

In order to determine the most practical and beneficial polymer concentration for 

good performance after secondary recovery (waterflooding), three concentrations of 

HPAM Flopaam 3630S and biopolymer diutan gum were measured: (a) 1,000 ppm, (b) 

2,000 ppm, and (c) 4,000 ppm. These concentrations were selected based on the 

properties of oil samples (around 1,000 mPa.s) for experiments.  

Figures 4.1.2 & 4.1.3 show a series of viscosity curves from three polymer 

solutions of two types of polymers at different concentrations with respect to shear rate 

measured by the Brookfield D - II+ Cone/Plate viscometer. It clearly reveals that the 

higher the concentration of the polymer, the more viscous the generated solutions. For 

HPAM, a polymer solution with a 4,000 ppm concentration was significantly more 

viscous than 1,000 ppm and 2,000 ppm ones: whose viscosity was as high as 278 mPa.s 

at a shear rate of 3.75 s
-1

. In contrast, the viscosities of the other two solutions were 36.2 

mPa.s and 68.7 mPa.s at the same shear rate. In other words, under the same conditions, 

polymer solutions with a 4,000 ppm concentration were about eight times more viscous 

than polymer solutions with a 1,000 ppm concentration and almost four as heavier as 

polymer solutions with a 2,000 ppm concentration. Results of biopolymer solutions 
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reveal the same conclusion as HPAM ones, that the higher concentration of solutions can 

generate more viscous fluids. 

All three viscosity curves of HPAM solutions reveal a declining trend with the 

increase of shear rate (perfectly meeting the non-Newtonian characteristics of 

themselves), among which the 4,000 ppm curve suggests the fastest decrease followed by 

the slower deduction of the 2,000 ppm and 1,000 ppm curves as a reflection of their 

concentration differences. Especially in the lower shear rate region (0.75 - 10 s
-1

), 

viscosity deduction is more significant when the concentrations are at higher values. The 

viscosity of the polymer solution at 4,000 ppm was only a quarter of its original viscosity 

when the shear rate had increased ten times from 0.75 s
-1

 to 7.5 s
-1

, while the deduction 

was one third of their original value for the other two solutions. In addition, the loss of 

viscosity slows down when the shear rates approach a higher value and eventually 

reaches steady without any decreasing. All three solutions reveal a declining trend with 

the increase of shear rate as well. The fastest viscosity loss was observed at lower shear 

rates too.  

The power law model is applicable to describe the relationship between viscosity 

and the shear rate. Table C1 presents the power law coefficient “K” and exponent “n” of 

each polymer solution (with respect to concentration) used in this study. 
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Figure 4.1.2 Effect of concentration on viscosity of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) at various 

shear rates 
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Figure 4.1.3 Effect of concentration on viscosity of diutan gum (biopolymer) at various 

shear rates 
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4.1.3 Effect of Temperature on Polymer Rheology 

Temperature is another essential factor that affects the rheology of polymer 

solutions, especially viscosity and hydrolysis. Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamides react 

differently under varied temperature surroundings. They were first discovered to be stable 

at 90
◦
C and then later constant of temperature up to 120

◦
C (Ryles, 1988; Swiecinski et al,, 

2016). In order to illustrate the effect of temperature on rheology, both polymers (HPAM 

Flopaam 3630S and biopolymer diutan gum) were prepared and tested at controlled 

temperatures at 2,000 ppm with the use of the water bath. The temperature range was 

between 20
◦
C and 80

◦
C, which was selected from previous literature reviews. 

The test results at elevated temperatures are shown in Figures 4.1.4.and 4.1.5. As 

shown, the higher the temperature, the less viscous the polymer solutions. Compared with 

polymer solutions at 80
◦
C, the viscosity of the solutions at 20

◦
C was approximately twice 

the value of the previous viscosity at the same shear rate. This finding reveals a 

decreasing trend of viscosity as temperature increases. Although the differences among 

each temperature curve are not significant, it can be observed that the polymer properties 

vary more at higher temperatures while less change happens at cooler temperatures.  

The changes of the viscosities of the polymer solutions are cumulated during the 

increase of temperature with changes in the relevant physical properties of polymers, 

which might end up with shear degradation and viscosity loss. These changes affect the 

rheological properties of HPAM and biopolymer solutions and should be taken into 

consideration when selecting an appropriate polymer for a certain reservoir or mobility 

profile control project. Table C1 presents the power law coefficient “K” and exponent “n” 

of each polymer experiment at different temperature. 
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Figure 4.1.4 Effect of temperature on viscosity of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) at 2,000ppm 

at various shear rates 
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Figure 4.1.5 Effect of temperature on viscosity of diutan gum (biopolymer) at 2,000ppm 

at various shear rates 
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4.1.4 Effect of Salinity on Polymer rheology 

Brine has a certain degree of salinity, which changes with the flooding process in 

porous media. The addition of ionic species may reduce the molecular size of the 

polymers, reverse charges, and affect the relationship between viscosity and shear rate: 

resulting in a lower efficiency during the process of production (Sheng, 2010). 

The objective of this part of the study was to evaluate the effect of ionic species 

on the viscosity of the polymer solution. To perform this study, HPAM Flopaam 3630S 

and biopolymer diutan gum solutions at a concentration of 2,000 ppm were chosen. The 

first set of experiments investigated brine with the dissolution of sodium chloride (NaCl) 

in deionized water. Second, calcium chloride (Ca
2+

) as divalent cationic was studied for 

its salinity effect on polymer solution performance.  

Figures 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 illustrate the apparent viscosity of polymer solutions in 

respect to the shear rate for both polymers in NaCl solutions at different concentrations. 

The viscosity deduction of the HPAM solution is more than 60% at a low shear rate, 

while the salinity effect on that of the biopolymer solution is not that severe. Brine 

concentrations are at 0.1 wt%, 1.0 wt%, and 2.0 wt%, among which the lowest 

concentration presents the highest solution viscosity at all shear rates in all cases. In 

addition, although the polymer solutions suggest a viscosity loss in the increase of brine 

concentration, there is no significant difference between the 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt% 

concentrations. In other words, a limit exists in the polymer viscosity deduction when the 

brine concentration is higher than 1.0 wt%. 

Figure 4.1.8 illustrates the apparent viscosity variation of the polymer solution as 

a function to the shear rate for both ions at different concentrations. By comparing the 
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viscosity plots of sodium (Na
+
) and calcium (Ca

2+
), the divalent cation presents a greater 

degree of effect than the monovalent cation. Chang (1978) has determined that this is 

because of the stronger binding force of the divalent ions. Moreover, Smith stated that 

polymer solutions with higher viscosity promote more adsorption to sandpack inner 

surfaces (Smith, 1970). In other words, the viscosity deduction and effect on polymer 

flow may vary according to ionic types and their concentration as well as rock properties. 

The power law model describes the relationship between viscosity and the shear 

rate of non-Newtonian fluids. Table C1 presents the power law coefficient “K” and 

exponent “n” of each polymer solution (with respect to salinity) used in this study.  
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Figure 4.1.6 Viscosity behavior of 2,000 ppm solution of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) with 

different salinity at various shear rates 
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Figure 4.1.7 Viscosity behavior of 2,000 ppm solution of diutan gum (biopolymer) with 

different salinity at various shear rates 
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Figure 4.1.8 Viscosity behavior of 2,000 ppm solution of diutan gum (biopolymer) with 

different ions at various shear rates 
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4.2 1D Sandpack Flooding Experiments 

The major objective of this piece of work is to determine how polymer type, 

polymer concentration, oil viscosity, and injected fluid volume affect the performance of 

polymer flooding under different circumstances. In this part of the study, several 1D 

sandpack flooding experiments were conducted, including a detailed description and 

discussion of the flooding results under certain procedures. Two types of polymer are 

introduced: (a) HPAM Flopaam 3630S and (b) biopolymer diutan gum. The first set of 

experiments was designed to evaluate the improved degree of the use of polymer after 

regular secondary oil recovery method- waterflooding.  

The comparative analysis of each set of tests focuses on the ultimate oil recovery 

factors and water cut of varied parameters in different conditions. Properties of the 

sandpacks used in this study are given in Table 4.2.1. As for using the exact same 

sandpack holder, the porosities and absolute permeability for each sandpack are roughly 

the same: however, they are determined as fresh for each run. 
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Table 4.1 Sandpacks properties for each 1D sandpack experiment 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

*Polymer 

Type 
Ⅰ Ⅰ Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅱ water 

Concentration 

(ppm) 
2000 1000 4000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 - 

Injected PV 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 - 

Oil Viscosity 

(mPa.s) 
964 964 964 964 1928 491 964 964 964 

Length (in) 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 

Area (in
2
) 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 

Pore Volume 

(cm
3
) 

50 43.6 42.4 42.1 41 42.1 41.9 41 42.4 

Initial Water 

Saturation (%) 
8 3.67 5.6 4.99 7.31 4.99 4.77 4.73 5.66 

Porosity (%) 39 34.7 33.7 33.5 32.6 33.5 33.4 32.6 33.75 

Permeability 

(Darcy) 
8.55 7.31 8.04 8.55 8.95 9.0 8.55 8.95 9.07 

* Polymer type Ⅰ: Flopaam 3630S; polymer type Ⅱ: biopolymer diutan gum 
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4.2.1 Results of 1D Sandpack Flooding Experiments 

In this study, all experiments were carried out under almost the same procedures. 

The working temperature for all experiments was set at room temperature (22
◦
C) in the 

air bath station. The oil recovery and water cut as two influenced parameters were 

measured with respect to injected pore volume during the flooding process for each test. 

The injection flow rate was kept constant at 0.1 ml/min, which was a simulation of the 

reservoir field conditions where the flow rate is 1 ft/day. 

Based on the previous literature review, the injected volume of the primary 

waterflooding was set to be 1.2 PV, resulting in the highest oil production for water 

treatment just after water breakthrough (or almost reaching the breakthrough point). 

Polymer solution was followed at a volume of 0.5 PV to achieve the most incremental oil 

production as well as good economic benefit for its high cost. After polymer flooding 

was no longer economically feasible due to the low oil production accompanied with the 

high water cut, additional water was injected to extend production time and regain 

economic benefit. Thus, the extended waterflooding process was designed to occur after 

the polymer injection period with another 0.3~0.8 PV to obtain the highest oil recovery. 

4.2.1.1 Establishment of Baseline Using Waterflooding 

Polymer flooding is considered the most efficient and widely applied economical 

feasible EOR procedure after regular waterflooding. To evaluate the improved degree of 

oil recovery due to polymer injection treatment, a comparison between polymer flooding 

and waterflooding was conducted. Generally expected that polymer flooding would result 

with higher incremental oil but less water production compared to waterflooding.  
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In order to minimize the margin of error during experiments, the waterflooding 

experimental test followed the same procedure as the other two polymer flooding 

treatments. Waterflooding started with 1.2 PV of injection, followed by the same amount 

of injection as polymer flooding (0.5 PV) and an additional 0.3~0.8 PV of water injected 

as extended waterflooding. This treatment was performed under room temperature (22
◦
C) 

at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min flooded into sandpacks saturated with an oil sample at 964 

mPa.s.  

Figure 4.2.1 presents the oil recovery and water cut over the injected water 

volume during the waterflooding experiment. It is observed that, although the growing 

rate of oil recovery was faster at the beginning of the water treatment by about 5% OOIP 

for the first 0.2 PV, the production rate in the whole process was almost constant 

(approximately 1-2% OOIP per 0.2 PV of injection). This showed an early water 

breakthrough where the water cut increased from 40% to 75% and kept increasing to 90% 

or more.  
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Figure 4.2.1 Oil recovery factor and water cut of water flooding 

(T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.1.2 Effect of Polymer Type on the Performance of Polymer Flooding 

This section focuses on the performance of polymer type as an influential factor 

in producing heavy oil. Two sets of experiments were conducted to produce a heavy oil 

sample at 964 mPa.s. The first experiment was performed with HPAM Flopaam 3630S in 

a 1.0 wt% NaCl solution, while the other one was carried out with biopolymer diutan 

gum for the same oil in the same brine. The concentration of both polymer solutions was 

2,000 ppm at room temperature (22◦C) at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min. 

For both polymer flooding experiments, approximately 1.2 PV of water was 

injected first with an average oil production of 34% of the OOIP. Then the sandpacks 

were flooded by 0.5 PV of polymer injection: offering a significant rise in oil recovery. 

Figure 4.2.2 presents the oil recovery and water cut variation over three flooding periods 

for HPAM Flopaam 3630S with respect to the injected pore volume. Because of the 

viscosity differences between the liquids (oil and polymer solution), the sandpacks 

responded immediately with increasing oil recovery after polymer injection at 1.2 PV: 

achieving the fastest increasing rate of 10% incremental oil recovery per 0.2 PV of 

injection. During polymer flooding, the total oil recovery increased from 34 to 56%, 

when an incremental 22% of the oil recovery has been obtained by polymer injection. An 

additional 5% of the OOIP was contributed by extended waterflooding before water 

breakthrough, which extended the affecting period for the polymer injection process as 

well. The water cut of the HPAM Flopaam 3630S flooding process presented two 

significant changes during the whole flooding process. It increased rapidly for the first 

0.2 PV of water and reached 93% before polymer injection started. However, it decreased 
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quickly after the polymer injection ended, and then it revived back to 96% with the 

extended injection of water.  

Plots of biopolymer diutan gum flooding experiment are presented in Figure 4.2.3. 

The ultimate oil recovery reached approximately 80% of the OOIP after the water, 

polymer, and extended waterflooding methods. The incremental oil recovery contributed 

by polymer injection was 24% OOIP in addition to the supplemental amount of 14% of 

the OOIP by extended waterflooding. This resulted in a high overall oil recovery. 

Moreover, a severe water cut variation was presented in the biopolymer diutan gum 

flooding process. It increased rapidly and significantly to 90% after water injection, but 

then decreased dramatically when polymer injection started (it did not respond 

immediately until 1.6 PV of injection) and reached 93% when the extended 

waterflooding finished. 
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Figure 4.2.2 Oil recovery factor and water cut of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) flooding  

at 2,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.3 Oil recovery factor and water cut of diutan gum (biopolymer) flooding 

 at 2,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.1.3 Effect of Polymer Concentration on the Performance of Polymer Flooding 

Discussions on the effect of polymer concentrations on oil recovery and water cut 

during polymer flooding process are included in this section. As HPAM is considered the 

most widely used polymer in the oil industry currently, Flopaam 3630S is selected as a 

basis to determine the most favorable concentration in 1D sandpack polymer flooding 

experiments. It not only establishes a wider range of promising field applications, but it 

also reduces the cost when referring to the biopolymer case with concentrations. 

A series of sandpack flooding tests of HPAM Flopaam 3630S polymer at different 

concentrations have been carried out to produce heavy oil of 964 mPa.s. An initial water 

flood of 1.2 PV was conducted for three concentrations: (a) 1,000 ppm, (b) 2,000 ppm 

and (c) 4,000 ppm in 1.0 wt% NaCl brine solution. Different concentrations of polymer 

solutions were flooded by 0.5 PV prior to an additional 0.8 PV of extended water 

injection to obtain the maximum oil recovery. The whole flooding process was performed 

under room temperature (22
◦
C) at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min. 

Detailed discussion for the solution of HPAM polymer at 2,000 ppm was included 

previously in section 4.2.1.1. Figure 4.2.4 contains plotted curves of the oil recovery and 

water cut over the injected pore volume when the HPAM polymer solution was at 4,000 

ppm. The oil recovery increased quickly during the first 0.4 PV of water injection and 

then kept increasing smoothly. Another significant increase in oil recovery occurred after 

the polymer had been injected for 0.4 PV, and it slowed down when the total fluid 

injection approached 1.8 PV. The ultimate oil recovery for polymer flooding at 4,000 

ppm was 64.75% of the OOIP, which suggested a shorter oil recovery rising period for 
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only 0.2 PV of the injection period with an incremental recovery of approximately 13.5% 

of the OOIP contributed by polymer injection.  

The water cut increased quickly with the initial water flood, and then it responded 

immediately and decreased from 88% to 10% for 0.2 PV of polymer injection. The 

ultimate water cut of polymer flooding at a concentration of 4,000 ppm was revived to 95% 

after water breakthrough during the extended waterflooding stage.  
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Figure 4.2.4 Oil recovery factor and water cut of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) flooding  

at 4,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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In the next experiment, the polymer concentration was set to 1,000 ppm 

conducted under the same procedures. Figure 4.2.5 suggests a similar but smaller 

increment of oil recovery compared to other concentrations. The initial water injection 

affecting period lasted longer and was flatter even when the polymer flooding had started, 

showing no significant rise of recovery until the injection reached about 1.6 PV. It ended 

with an overall oil recovery of 62.5% of the OOIP with an incremental of 8% during the 

polymer flooding process. 

The water cut of HPAM Flopaam 3630S flooding at 1,000 ppm follows the same 

trend as the other two concentrations: suggesting a rapid increase for the first 0.2 PV of 

water and significant deduction after the injection of polymer. The ultimate water cut was 

93% when the extended water injection finished.  
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Figure 4.2.5 Oil recovery factor and water cut of Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) flooding  

at 1,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.1.4 Effect of Injected Polymer Volume on the Performance of Polymer Flooding 

This section includes the analysis on how the varied injected volumes of polymer 

solutions affect the performance of polymer flooding treatments in heavy oil recovery. 

Three different volumes of polymer injection were selected: (a) 0.5 PV, (b) 0.2 PV, and 

(c) 0.3 PV. The injection fluid of the three experiments was biopolymer diutan gum at a 

concentration of 2,000 ppm flooded into sandpacks saturated with an oil sample at 964 

mPa.s. The flooding process contained three parts: (a) 1.2 PV of 1.0 wt% NaCl as initial 

waterflooding, (b) different pore volumes of biopolymer injection, and (c) an additional 

0.8 PV of extended waterflooding. 

The biopolymer injection volume of 0.5 PV is presented in Figure 4.2.3 and was 

described in Section 4.2.1.1. For the other two injected volumes, Figures 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 

suggest a similar trend of oil recovery factor and water cut curves as a function of 

injected pore volumes. For 0.2 PV of the polymer injection case, approximately 55% of 

the OOIP had been recovered eventually. A significant rise in the curve was observed 

after 0.2 PV of polymer injection and it lasted for another 0.3 PV until it slowed down: 

contributing 10% OOIP in this polymer injection process. Around 68.5% of the OOIP 

was recovered in the case of 0.3 PV of the biopolymer injection, among which about 20% 

of the ultimate oil production was contributed by the polymer injection itself.  

Water cut variation in biopolymer flooding with different injected pore volumes 

was also presented in the figures. A sharp rise in water cut occurred at the beginning of 

the initial waterflooding for all three pore volume experiments. The ultimate water cut 

with three pore volumes was all around 90%: for 0.5 PV, 0.2 PV, and 0.3 PV of injection, 

the ultimate number of water cut was 93%, 90% and 90%, respectively. A significant 
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reduction in the water cut appeared after polymer injection, which further demonstrated 

the positive effect of polymer solutions in the sweep efficiency increment and frontier 

profile control.  
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Figure 4.2.6 Oil recovery factor and water cut of biopolymer flooding with 0.2 PV of 

injection at 2,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.7 Oil recovery factor and water cut of biopolymer flooding with 0.3 PV of 

injection at 2,000 ppm (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.1.5 Effect of Oil Viscosity on the Performance of Polymer Flooding 

A series of experimental tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of oil 

viscosity as an influential factor in enhancing oil recovery. As the smaller the contrast 

between the viscosity of original oil in porous media and the external injection, the higher 

oil recovery can be obtained, oil samples were selected at three different viscosities 

including medium and extra heavy oil for the evaluation of polymer flooding 

performance: (a) 964 mPa.s, (b) 1,928 mPa.s, and (c) 491 mPa.s. The oil samples at 

different viscosities were performed under room temperature (22
◦
C) and there was a 

constant flow rate at 0.1 ml/min with 0.5 PV of biopolymer diutan gum injection at a 

concentration of 2,000 ppm.  

An initial waterflooding of 1.2 PV was conducted for all three oil viscosities when 

the oil recovery increased smoothly (as shown in Figures 4.2.3, 4.2.8, and 4.2.9). The 

overall oil recovery for polymer floods of oil viscosity from the lowest to the highest was 

82%, 80% and 72%, respectively, accompanied by an average ultimate water cut of 94%.  

For oil recovery and water cut curves in the three figures, a fast increase of both 

parameters occurred after the initial 0.2 PV of water, and it remained steady before 

polymer was applied. A significant change of curves happened after the polymer was 

injected for 0.2 PV: all three oil samples presented a huge rise in oil recovery and a 

dramatic drop in water cut (almost reaching zero).  
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Figure 4.2.8 Oil recovery factor and water cut of 2,000 ppm biopolymer flooding test 

with oil viscosity at 1, 928 mPa.s (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.9 Oil recovery factor and water cut of 2,000 ppm biopolymer flooding test wit 

oil viscosity at 491 mPa.s (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.2 Discussions of 1D Sandpack Flooding Experiments  

A series of 1D sandpack flooding experimental tests were conducted to evaluate 

the performance of polymer flooding in enhancing oil recovery. Varied parameters such 

as polymer type, polymer concentration, injection pore volume, and oil viscosity are 

considered influential factors in the analysis of polymer flooding tests. In this section, 

detailed discussions on the results of 1D sandpack flooding experiments are included, 

especially for comparative analysis on varying parameters.  

4.2.2.1 Comparison of Polymer Flooding and Waterflooding 

Viscous fingering is the main reason for early breakthrough in single 

waterflooding. The addition of a soluble polymer into the water phase with increased 

viscosity is the major reason for effective polymer flooding in enhanced oil recovery. In 

this section, three methods are compared: (a) waterflooding, (b) polymer flooding with 

synthetic HPAM polymer, and (c) biopolymer.  

As presented in Figure 4.2.10, the ultimate oil productions for the three different 

conditions vary considerably. Waterflooding presented a stabilized increase of oil 

recovery during the whole flooding process and ended with approximately 43% of the 

OOIP. In the other two conditions, the incremental oil recovery was higher due to good 

volumetric sweep efficiency and suggested a significant increase after the injection of 

polymer solution. For synthetic HPAM Flopaam 3630S, the injection of 1.2 PV water 

resulted in 34% of the OOIP, while an additional 0.5 PV of 2,000 ppm polymer injection 

and 0.8 PV of extended injection of water ended with a total 63.7% OOIP.  

In the biopolymer diutan gum case, an increment of 35% OOIP was added in 

polymer injection period to the 36% of the OOIP contributed by 1.2 PV of water injection. 
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After another 0.8 PV of extended water injection a total oil recovery of 80% of the OOIP 

was achieved. However, compared with biopolymer treatment, HPAM responded faster 

with the injection of polymer right at 1.2 PV, but it lasted shorter for only the following 

0.5 PV of injection. 

Water cut variation has helped to explain the phenomenon (Figure 4.2.11). For the 

three flooding methods, the ultimate water cut was 90% or more without significant 

difference. It is noticed in the figures that the incremental oil recovery for the first 0.2 PV 

of water injection was almost the same for the three methods. However, it varied a lot 

after the introduction of a polymer solution. For waterflooding, the water cut was already 

high enough after 0.2 PV of water injection (over 70%). It kept increasing slowly at a 

stabilized rate during the following process and resulted in a total water cut of 93%. The 

biggest variation in water cut happened after biopolymer injection, where it decreased 

dramatically from 90% to 2% at 1.4 PV and revived back to 93% at afterwards. 

Compared with the biopolymer case, the HPAM method responded immediately after the 

polymer injection had been applied at 1.2 PV, which agreed with the oil recovery 

response. However, it showed a flatter concave during polymer flooding where its lowest 

point of water cut was 47%.  

Generally speaking, polymer flooding as an enhanced oil recovery treatment is 

introduced for the low production rate at the late waterflooding stage with a high water 

cut (mostly more than 90%). As expected, both polymer treatments resulted in a high 

incremental oil recovery and a controlled water cut. Overall, the polymer flooding 

method has been proven as efficient and feasible.  
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Figure 4.2.10 Comparative oil recovery plots of biopolymer/HPAM/water flooding test 

(T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.11 Comparative water cut plots of biopolymer/HPAM/water flooding test  

(T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.2.2 Effect of Polymer Type on the Polymer Flooding 

Two sets of experiments were carried out on the performance of the polymer type 

as an influential factor in producing a heavy oil sample at 964 mPa.s. HPAM Flopaam 

3630S and biopolymer diutan gum were selected at a concentration of 2,000 ppm to 

produce the same oil under the same conditions. The injected pore volumes of the three 

treatments (primary waterflooding, polymer flooding, and extended waterflooding) were 

1.2 PV, 0.5 PV, and 0.8 PV, respectively, performed at room temperature (22
◦
C) at a flow 

rate of 0.1 ml/min. 

The comparison curves of the oil recovery factors of HPAM and biopolymer are 

presented in Figure 4.2.12. It is clearly observed that the ultimate oil recovery of 

biopolymer flooding treatment (80% in total) is much higher than that of Flopaam 3630S 

injection, which is only 63.7% of the OOIP, with a difference of approximately 16% of 

the OOIP. The initial waterflooding did not vary much for both flooding processes with 

the same 1.0 wt% NaCl brine. The significant change in curve happened at the beginning 

of the polymer injection process. Flopaam 3630S presented a faster response to the 

change of injecting fluid and a steady improved oil production rate later. The oil recovery 

of the first 0.2 PV HPAM injection resulted in an approximately 10% OOIP increment. 

This increase was faster than the amount resulting from biopolymer injection, which led 

to only a 2% increase of the OOIP. The difference was mainly due to the viscosity 

difference between the two polymer solutions and the oil sample: the HPAM solution 

was less viscous than the biopolymer solution, which resulted in a faster response.  

For the later Flopaam injection, the increment in oil recovery remained steady at 

around 5% for every 0.1 PV of injection. Although biopolymer did not stimulate 
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production right away, it resulted in a longer valid period increase of oil recovery besides 

the increase observed during the polymer flooding stage. When the total injection fluid 

reached 1.4 PV (in this case, it was after 0.2 PV injection of biopolymer), the increasing 

rate of oil recovery changed rapidly from 2–10% per 0.2 PV of injection. This rate did 

not slow down until water breakthrough in the extended waterflooding stage after a total 

number of 1.9 PV of injected fluids. For both polymers, water breakthrough occurred at 

the first 0.2 PV of water injection. Due to the higher viscosity of the biopolymer diutan 

gum solution, the additional 0.2 PV extended water injection offered another 14% OOIP 

while HPAM Flopaam 3630S only received 5% more oil recovery. The other 0.6 PV of 

extended water further proved that water breakthrough had already happened after the 

first 0.2 PV of extended water injection, which only offered 1–3% of the OOIP per 0.2 

PV of injection. This result suggests there was no certain need for additional water 

injection after the first 0.2 pore volume amount. 

Plots of the water cut for both polymer flooding treatments reveal little difference 

of the final results, as both ended up with a high water cut at 90% or more. However, 

during the process, biopolymer treatment suggested a more significant improvement of 

water cut variation than HPAM treatment. During the biopolymer flooding process, the 

water cut decreased from 89% to almost zero after the injection of biopolymer, and then 

it rose to 93% when the process continued. In contrast, the water cut reduced from 93% 

to half the value and then it revived to 96% with the extended injection of water in the 

HPAM Flopaam 3630S flooding process. The water cut significantly decreased during 

the biopolymer flooding treatment, which demonstrated a stronger effect of the 
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biopolymer solution on oil production, especially for oil/water profile control rather than 

for the HPAM flooding test.  

Undoubtedly, the performance of biopolymer diutan gum was much better than 

the performance of HPAM Flopaam 3630S at the same concentration under exactly the 

same conditions as the experimental tests determined. Experimental tests were conducted 

under lab conditions with small samples, which suggested that there will be larger, better, 

and more obvious differences in the results of both polymer treatments in field conditions. 

However, the higher cost of biopolymer should also be taken into consideration when 

making the decision regarding the proper type of applied polymer on the oilfield.  
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Figure 4.2.12 Effect of polymer type on oil recovery factor and water cut for both 

polymers at 2,000 ppm with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.2.3 Effect of Polymer Concentration on the Polymer Flooding  

The effect of polymer concentrations on polymer flooding for heavy oil recovery 

is discussed in this section. HPAM Flopaam 3630S solutions at various concentrations 

were tested for oil at 964 mPa.s. In all tests, the initial waterflooding was 1.2 PV of 

injection followed by 0.5 PV injection of polymer solution at different concentrations: 

1,000 ppm, 2,000 ppm and 4,000 ppm in 1.0 wt% NaCl brine. The waterflooding then 

continued with 0.8 PV of extended waterflooding. Experiments were conducted under 

room temperature (22
◦
C) with an injection rate at 0.1 ml/min. 

Figure 4.2.13 illustrates the comparative plots of oil recovery factor over injected 

pore volume for HPAM solutions at different concentrations. The set of curves suggests 

that the higher the concentration of polymer solution, the more total oil recovered. The 

ultimate oil recovery for the HPAM Flopaam 3630S solution at 4,000 ppm was 64.75%, 

higher than that of 1,000 ppm and 2,000 ppm (62.5% and 63.7%, respectively). The 

higher recovery is due to the higher viscosity of polymer solutions at higher 

concentration: contributing to developed volumetric sweep efficiency. The injected 

viscosity of the HPAM Flopaam 3630S solution at 4,000 ppm was measured to be 178.7 

mPa.s at a shear rate of 7.5 s
-1

, while for the other two concentrations; the value was 24.5 

mPa.s and 47.8 mPa.s under the same shear rate, respectively.  

The graph of the oil recovery curves presented in Figure 4.2.13 reveals that the 

ultimate oil recovery differs little during the initial water injection process for all three 

concentrations. Water treatment was almost the same for its certain stable properties, 

leading to an average of 30% oil recovery for the three polymer flooding tests. Because 

of large differences among polymer viscosity at the three concentrations, the oil recovery 
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responded variedly as shown. The three curves all tend to be stable at the end of the 

initial water injection, where a significant rise of the curves at the beginning of the 

polymer injection stage is clearly observed. The plot of HPAM Flopaam 3630S solution 

at 2,000 ppm demonstrated an instant rise at 1.2 PV mainly because of its similar 

properties (e.g., viscosity) to the tested oil sample, while the plots for the other two 

concentrations increased slowly and did not show a rise in recovery until the total 

injection reached 1.6~1.7 PV. Figure 4.2.13 also illustrates that the longest and highest 

polymer affected oil recovery improvement period with an increment of 21.6% of the 

OOIP for the concentration at 2,000 ppm, which was much higher than that of other two 

conditions at 7.9% and 13.5%, respectively. However, the polymer solution at a 

concentration of 4,000 ppm presented the fastest rising rate of oil recovery during the 

injecting stage among the three concentrations, further showing the important role played 

by polymer concentration in the EOR process. 

Figure 4.2.14 presents plots of the water cut variation in the polymer flooding 

process at different concentrations. No large difference is shown among the ultimate 

values of the water cut for the three concentrations. All end up with 90% or more after 

flooding treatments. At the beginning of the initial waterflooding process, the water cut 

presented almost the same variation for all three concentrations. However, a significant 

difference occurred after polymer injection, where the solution at 4,000 ppm appeared to 

have the largest altered water cut, which had decreased from 82% to10% and then 

increased back up to 95% with extended water treatment. For the other two 

concentrations, the water cut alteration was smaller than that of the 4,000 ppm solution. 

The water cut for the solution at 1,000 ppm changed from 86% to 30%. Then it increased 
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back up to 93%, while the 2,000 ppm solution appeared to have half the variation 

compared to the 4,000 ppm solution. Furthermore, the 2,000 ppm solution responded the 

most rapidly to polymer treatment (at 1.2 PV of injection), and this response continued 

for another 0.5 PV of injection as the longest valid affecting period among the three 

conditions.  

Although the polymer solution at the concentration of 4,000 ppm resulted in the 

highest oil production after treatments (initial waterflooding, polymer flooding, and 

extended waterflooding) due to its higher viscosity than other concentrations, it might not 

be the most favored choice of polymer concentration for field application. Doubling the 

concentration of the polymer solution from 1,000 ppm to 2,000 ppm resulted in increased 

oil recovery with 1.2% of the OOIP, while the difference was only 2.25% between the 

2,000 ppm and 4,000 ppm solutions. This result reveals that concentration as an 

influential factor in polymer flooding on heavy oil recovery is not dominated.  

Therefore, ultimate oil recovery, water cut improvement, and the valid affecting 

period should all be considered when selecting the appropriate polymer concentration for 

a specific oil. In this study, the viscosity difference between fluids, water cut variation, 

valid affecting period, and the ultimate improved oil recovery of polymer solutions at 

2,000 ppm is the most efficient and feasible choice for an oil sample around 1,000 mPa.s, 

whose economical beneficial aspect contributes to the most production with the lowest 

cost and more oil production can be expected on a larger scale (for instance, field 

practice). 
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Figure 4.2.13 Effect of polymer concentration on oil recovery for Flopaam 3630S 

(HPAM) with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.14 Effect of polymer concentration on water cut for Flopaam 3630S (HPAM) 

with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.2.4 Effect of the Injected Volume of Polymer Slug on the Polymer Flooding 

Performance 

In general, the injected volume of supplemental fluids in core/sandpack floods has 

a great effect on frontier profile control, which influences the sweep efficiency and 

ultimate production. Therefore, several experimental tests were conducted to investigate 

the effect of the injected amount of polymer solution on oil recovery at the same flow rate. 

Biopolymer diutan gum at a concentration of 2,000 ppm was selected from previous 

conclusion for this evaluation and injected with different volumes (0.5 PV, 0.2 PV, and 

0.3 PV) under the same procedures as previous experiments. 

The comparative plots of oil recovery with respect to injected volumes are 

presented in Figure 4.2.15. For the initial waterflooding period, no specific difference 

was noticed based on the stability of the brine. Due to differences in the injected volumes 

of polymer solutions, the ultimate oil recoveries were 55.75%, 68.5%, and 79.8% of the 

OOIP from the lowest amount to the highest, respectively. The ultimate oil recovery of 

0.5 PV of injection was almost one and half times of the total oil production of 0.2 PV of 

injection, which agreed with the amount difference of the total injected polymer solution.  

Because of the certain physical and chemical properties of the selected polymer 

solutions, the increasing rate and trend for the polymer flooding process was almost the 

same for the three injections: an average of 5% OOIP per 0.1 PV of injection. However, 

the valid polymer affecting period varied according to the different amounts of polymer 

injection. The polymer affecting stage lasted longer from 1.2 to 1.9 PV with 0.5 PV of 

polymer injection. For the first 0.2 PV, little oil was produced containing a large amount 

of water due to the previous water breakthrough caused by primary waterflooding. 
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Afterwards, the polymer had swept into deeper pores and a wider area, increasing the 

sweep efficiency and the amount of oil produced. It should also be noted that the first 0.2 

PV of extended water injection had a great contribution on the total oil recovery as well. 

Besides the 24% of the OOIP produced by polymer flooding, an additional 14.75% of the 

OOIP was obtained by the first 0.2 PV of extended injected water, which was mainly 

because the additional water injection helped push some leftover polymer solution in the 

sandpacks out while producing more oil. 

For the other two cases with less polymer injection, the valid affecting period of 

the polymer flooding was shorter. With 0.2 PV of polymer injection, the ultimate oil 

recovery was 55.75% of the OOIP, which was much less than the oil recovery factor 

obtained in 0.5 PV of injection. During the polymer flooding stage, it gained only 17.5% 

of the OOIP with the help of extended waterflooding. For the polymer flooding 

experiment with 0.3 pore volume of polymer injection, an overall oil recovery with 68.5% 

of the OOIP was obtained, however, only 22.25% OOIP contributed in the polymer 

flooding stage and supplemental help from the extended water flood. 

As shown in Figure 4.2.16, where plots of the water cut with different polymer 

injections are presented, the ultimate water cut in the three conditions was around 90% 

without significant difference. However, during the polymer flooding affecting stage, 

polymer solution with an injection of 0.5 PV presented an outstanding change in the 

water cut, which dropped from 90% to almost zero and then revived to 93%, while the 

change of water cut in the other two conditions was much less.  

Although only three kinds of injected volume were selected in this section for 

experimental discussion, a conclusion is confidently drawn that the more polymer 
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solution injected, the wider the sweep area, the better the sweep efficiency, and the higher 

the ultimate oil recovery. Even though there is no guarantee that additional polymer 

injection will generate more oil production, there is great potential that the growing rate 

of oil recovery increase will slow down at a certain injected polymer pore volume. 

Therefore, additional experiments on other injected polymer amounts should be 

investigated in future studies. 
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Figure 4.2.15 Effect of injected polymer volume on oil recovery factor of biopolymer 

flooding at 2,000 ppm with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.16 Effect of injected polymer volume on water cut of biopolymer flooding at 

2,000 ppm with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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4.2.2.5 Effect of Oil Viscosity on the Performance of Polymer Flooding  

In this section, a set of tests were carried out to investigate how varied oil 

viscosity affect the performance of polymer flooding as a means of EOR method. To 

achieve the goal of higher recovery, the most optimum mobility should be obtained. 

According to the definition of mobility, the viscosity of oil samples is undoubtedly an 

essential influential factor in the flooding process. Therefore, oil samples with a viscosity 

of 964 mPa.s, 1,928 mPa.s, and 491 mPa.s were selected for the evaluation of polymer 

flooding performance. A biopolymer diutan gum solution at a concentration of 2,000 ppm 

with 0.5 PV was injected at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min at room temperature (22
◦
C) for the 

evaluation experiments. 

The comparative plots of oil recovery and injected volumes are shown in Figure 

4.2.17. The primary waterflooding of the sandpacks was conducted with 1.2 PV of 1.0 wt% 

NaCl injection. The performance of primary waterflooding for the three tests on oil 

viscosity demonstrated approximately 35% of the OOIP. For the oil viscosities at 964 

mPa.s, 1,928 mPa.s, and 491 mPa.s, primary waterflooding contributed to oil recovery 

rates of 33%, 38%, and 32% of the OOIP, respectively. Though the numbers did not vary 

much, they were capable of demonstrating the influence of oil viscosity during the 

waterflooding stage. This is because of the large difference between liquids (the viscosity 

of brine was considered 1 mPa.s) that the injected brine could easily form a water channel 

inside the sandpack directly from the inlet to the outlet. A more viscous oil sample would 

appear to be thicker and stickier, and once the water was about to breakthrough, oil 

droplets might be brought out along with the water: resulting in possible additional oil 

production. 
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The subsequent polymer injection contributed most to the ultimate amount of oil 

recovered. Primary waterflooding slowed down to 2% of the OOIP per 0.2 PV of 

injection before the start of polymer flooding stage, while the average recovery for the 

polymer flooding stage increased to 8% OOIP per 0.2 PV of injection and achieved the 

highest rate of 14% when the oil viscosity was 1,928 mPa.s. Because of the differences in 

oil viscosity, the amount of oil recovered by polymer injection varied. From the lightest 

oil to the most heavy oil sample, the recovered oil for each case attributed by the polymer 

injection method was 26.75%, 24%, and 21%, respectively. Figure 4.2.18 presents plots 

of the water cut variation at different oil viscosities, where the ultimate water cut for the 

three tests were all around 90% without significant difference. The oil sample at 491 

mPa.s responded faster than the other two oil samples, and it also appeared to have the 

longest and largest variation during the polymer injection process. 

To conclude, oil viscosity does have a certain degree of impact on polymer 

flooding treatment as a means of EOR method. It clearly shows that the higher the oil 

viscosity, the less efficient it is for the polymer flooding method. Also, the larger the 

viscosity differences between fluids, the easier and faster the water will breakthrough. By 

increasing the viscosity of the injected fluids, the recovery of heavier oil will undoubtedly 

increased. However, other factors such as the economical aspect should be considered 

prior to polymer flooding. Therefore, having a full understanding of the saturated oil in 

reservoirs is essential for choosing the appropriate type of polymers, as well as other 

aspects like the feasibility of applying the polymer flooding method on field. 
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Figure 4.2.17 Effect of oil viscosity on oil recovery factor of biopolymer flooding at 

2,000 ppm with respect to injected pore volume(T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure 4.2.18 Effect of oil viscosity on water cut of biopolymer flooding at 2,000 ppm 

with respect to injected pore volume (T=22
◦
C, q= 0.1 ml/min) 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

The basic rheological properties of two types of polymers (HPAM 3630S and 

biopolymer diutan gum) were investigated in this study. Comparative experiments on 

different influential factors were conducted on the performance of polymer flooding and 

waterflooding techniques as improved recovery methods. As a result, the biopolymer 

demonstrated a larger viscosity loss compared with the HPAM solution. In addition, 

increasing the concentration and temperature values of both polymer systems (HPAM 

and Biopolymer) demonstrated a viscosity deduction. 

 Regarding the salinity effect, the apparent viscosity of polymer solution was 

reduced more when the concentration of ions increased. The findings also suggest a 

limited value of the salinity effect at 1.0 wt% on selected oil samples, while the divalent 

cation (Ca
2+

) presented a greater degree of effect than the monovalent cation (Na
+
). 

Waterflooding reached its highest production rate of 2.5% per PV at 

approximately 0.3 PV of water. Then, oil production was continued at a high water cut 

until an ultimate oil recovery factor of 43% of the OOIP was recorded.  

. With the same oil sample, the ultimate oil recovery of 80% was obtained by 

injecting the biopolymer diutan gum at 2,000 ppm, while HPAM Flopaam 36308 at 2,000 

ppm was 63.7%. Furthermore, the injection biopolymer solution changed the water cut 

significantly. These results indicate a better performance of biopolymer diutan gum on 

heavy oil recovery than the HPAM Flopaam 3630S solution under same conditions. 

Doubling the polymer solution concentration of HPAM solutions from 1,000 ppm 

for the oil sample at 1,000 mPa.s had increased the ultimate oil recovery from 62.5% to 
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63.7% of the OOIP, suggesting a difference of 1.2%. Increased in the concentration of 

polymer system from 2,000 ppm to 4,000 ppm, results to an ultimate oil recovery of 64.7% 

OOIP; thus causing an incremental recovery of 1.0% OOIP. The concentration 

comparison indicated the higher concentration of polymer solution would generate more 

oil production. However, it does not guarantee a significant improvement in oil 

production during polymer flooding. 

The results of the biopolymer flooding experiments with different injected 

polymer pore volumes revealed a stronger dependence on polymer amount, rather than 

polymer concentration. The injection of 0.2 PV, 0.3 PV, and 0.5 PV of polymer solutions 

produced an incremental oil recovery of 9%, 19%, and 36% respectively. Although the 

more polymer solutions injected, the higher the ultimate oil recovered, the chemical cost 

and economic feasibility of this method should be considered when designing a polymer 

flood project on a larger scale in the field. 

A comparison between the results of heavy oil and extra heavy oil using the same 

polymer solution (biopolymer at 2,000 ppm) indicated that the more viscous the oil was 

the fastest response and the less production would be generated, which suggested less 

impact on the performance of polymer flooding compared with other influential factors.  

5.2 Recommendations  

Investigate the feasibility of biopolymer flooding with diutan gum for field 

application. However, results of this study have highly recommended biopolymer 

flooding for better oil production, the cost of materials especially biopolymer should be 

taken into consideration when referring to economic aspect. 
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It is recommended to conduct more trials on biopolymer flooding with other 

simulated properties. Physical properties of polymers (i.e. hydrolysis), reservoir 

properties (i.e. heterogeneity, apparent permeability), and flooding process parameters 

(i.e. flow rate). 

Since salinity is one of the main influential effects of the viscosity of polymer 

solutions, additional studies on other ions with different charges is recommended, for 

instance, Al
3+

. 

Viscosity loss is one major factor for the performance of polymer flooding. 

Besides all the influential factors mentioned above, it is recommended to investigate the 

screen factor as well as adsorption tests for the target biopolymer flooding.  

The ultimate goal of polymer flooding is to create a favorable mobility ratio closer 

to one, if possible. Therefore, it is recommended to include detailed mobility ratio 

discussion for future study. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A-Real experiment photos taken in lab 

 

Figure A1 Two types of polymer solutions at static state in room temperature 

 

Figure A2 Photo of 1D sandpack experimental station (original in color) 
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Appendix B-Sand analysis 

 

Figure B1 PSD and chemical analysis of B&W #530 
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Appendix-C Rheological correlation parameters 

Table C1 Power law coefficient and exponent for each polymer experiment 

Descriptions n K 

HPAM 

1000 ppm 0.633 55.429 

2000 ppm 0.575 126.87 

4000 ppm 0.383 627.17 

    

Biopolymer 

1000 ppm 0.231 803.66 

2000 ppm 0.091 1781.3 

4000 ppm 0.32 5105.2 

    

HPAM 2000 ppm 

20°C 0.575 126.87 

40°C 0.577 102.3 

60°C 0.555 94.672 

80°C 0.64 54.088 

    

Biopolymer 2000 ppm 

20°C 0.091 1781.3 

40°C 0.206 1574.7 

60°C 0.166 1075 

80°C 0.207 642.98 

    

HPAM 2000 ppm 

NaCl 0.1 wt% 0.345 556.56 

NaCl 1.0 wt% 0.575 126.87 

NaCl 2.0 wt% 0.536 124.95 

    

Biopolymer 2000 ppm 

NaCl 0.1 wt% 0.383 5176.8 

NaCl 1.0 wt% 0.091 1781.3 

NaCl 2.0 wt% 0.117 2256.5 

    

Biopolymer 2000 ppm 

CaCl2 0.1 wt% 0.47 200.07 

CaCl2 1.0 wt% 0.378 118.92 

CaCl2 2.0 wt% 0.485 59.647 

    

 


